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With Fears Of A Repeat,
International Poll
Watchers Will Be
Dispatched Nationwide

Powell has invited the 55-nation Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) to
monitor the upcoming elections.
by Christine Phillip
The 2004 presidential
election is shaping up to be
one of the most watched in
recent U.S. history.
With ongoing charges
of intimidation, unreliable
new electronic machines
and attempts to suppress
black and minority voters
swirling over states from
South Florida to South
Dakota, voting rights advo
cates from across the world
say they are working to
ensure there is no repeat of

when electronic voting ma
chines were delivered to 52
polling places after the
election. If that had oc
curred on Nov. 2, it might
have cost a candidate the
state,
according
to
Louisiana Secretary of
State Fox McKeithen, who
said he is investigating.
A recent report by the
People for the American
Way and the NAACP, notes
other examples of sup
pression in Louisiana and
other states. In 2002, the

the 2000 election.

Republican Party admitted

Just this month, thou
sands were denied their
vote in Orleans Parish,
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Reading Opens Your Mind
by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG After 75 years of promot
ing literacy to children who
attend their center, the
Happy Workers Children's
Center decided it was time
to extend their reach.
As part of National
Literacy month, they held
their first community liter
acy fair last Saturday and
gave away about 1,500
books to children and ad
ults. The focus was to get
families out to have fun to
gether and receive books
they can take home and
read together, said Virginia
Irving, the executive direc
tor.
The tables laden with
free books had a steady
stream of visitors, includ
ing Michael Amons pick
ing out books for his four
nieces and nephews. Read
ing "opens your mind," he
said. "You leam vocabu
lary, and reading can take
you to a lot of places."
Although stating that
books take readers to
places that they have never
been has become a cliche,
the statement is nonethe
less true, Irving said. Also
true is that even as technol
ogy use and television
viewing rob the brain of
"its ability to be creative,"
Irving said, books and

L-R: Dorothy Miller, Doris Trice, Lisa Murray, Gloria Bryant, Irish Shareef
and Dr. Virginia Irving
reading nourishes that cre
ativity.
Some of the creative
fun at the event included
easel painting and creating
a big storybook out of gro
cery bags. Children helped
with the storybook by
drawing pictures and dic
tating words to tell a story.
But the event also celebrat
ed traditions begun before
there were books when
generations of people lis
tened to storytellers.
"Pop, pop, pop goes
the popcorn in the pan,"
said Mrs. Jen-Jen, a profes
sional storyteller from
fengland, as she led about
25 children in clapping to
gain their attention before

4-year-old Justin McGriff enjoys holding a pony.
photos by Rassi

telling them a wondrous
story about a mischievous
spider.
Organizers blocked the
street off to accommodate a
huge inflated structure
where children left their
bags of newly-acquired
books outside so they could

bounce inside or slip quick
ly down the giant exterior
slide. Beyond the slide,
children enjoyed a petting
zoo with a goat, baby pig,
kitten, roosters, hens,

Reading
continued on pg. 6

Sister Study: A Look At African
American Women And Breast
Cancer------------------------bv Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Although Bessie Robinson
los* her mother to breast
cancer, she does not believe
the disease is an automatic
death sentence.
The remedy is early
detection, and Robinson is
giving African American
women a healthy dose of
this reality through an out
reach effort aimed at find
ing a cure for the disease.
Dubbed the "Sister
Study,” the project’s goal is
to determine if environ
mental or genetic factors
lead to breast cancer.
"When it comes to any
disease, African Americans
are seldom treated and sel
dom researched,” said
Robinson, a senior commu
nity health nurse at the
Pinellas County Heaelth
Department’s Disease Con
trol Division.
"That’s what makes the
Sister Study so exciting.
This is the first time - that I
can think of - where a con
certed effort has been made
to include the lifestyles of
African American women
in the research."
Conducted by the Na
tional Institute of Environ
mental Health Sciences, the

“Most studies focus on medical reasons,”
Robinson said. “Until now, no one - outside of
lung researchers - has ever looked at the environ
mental impact on various diseases. That’s why we
(African American women) need to be a part of
this study. It is not only important to our lives, but
the lives of our mothers, aunts, daughters and, of
course, our sisters.”
three-year study will exam
ine the lifestyles of 50,000
women, aged 35 to 74.
Initially, the study specifi
cally targeted minority
women in Arizona, Florida,
Illinois, Missouri, North
Carolina, Rhode Island and
Virginia who did not have
breast cancer but had a sis
ter diagnosed with it.
According to the latest
NIEHS statistics, 2,500
women - of which 1,111
signed up in Florida - are
currently enrolled in the
study in the seven targeted
states, which were selected
due to their diverse popula
tions.
In October, which

kicks off Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, women
nationwide will be eligible
to participate in the com
prehensive study which
requires them to fill out
questionnaires and provide
blood, urine, toenail and
household dust samples.
A special emphasis has
been placed on recruiting
black women, who are
more likely to die from
breast cancer, although
white women develop the
disease at higher rates.
"Traditionally, we have
not had to recruit white
women for studies of this
nature,” said Patricia Co
lantonio, director of the

Office on Chrome Disease
at the Pinellas County
Health Department.
Colantonio noted that
mammogram screenings
and annual health exams
are attributed to the higher
survival rate of white
women diagnosed with
breast cancer.
"Children represent an
other group that we don’t
have to seek out for studies
because parents will ;o the
ends of the earth to fi td the
latest treatment or medi
cine that will cure their
kids," she said.
Historically, blacks re
fuse medical treatment due
to their mistrust of the
medical community. Citing
cases such as 626 men in
Tuskegee, Ala. who were
intentionally injected with
the syphilis virus, many
blacks who lack health in
surance fear they will be
used as guinea pigs.
Others believe the
power of prayer will heal
their illnesses.
"We don’t trust any
body - other than the
Lord,” Robinson said. "It
doesn’t have anything to do

Sister
continued on pg. 6
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Hate Crime Declared
A Mistrial----------------by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
LARGO - Judge Tim
Peters declared a mistrial
last week in the case of a
white 19-year-old accused
of putting a hangman’s
noose around a 14-year-old
black teenager’s neck.
Citing an "abundance
of caution," Judge Peters
ended the trial due to in
consistencies in a witness’
statement.
That does not mean
Louis J. Giannola, the
youth accused of the hate
crime, is off the hook.
A pretrial hearing is set
for Oct. 6, giving prosecu
tors a chance to regroup as
they prepare to present the
case a second time.
In the meantime, the
parents of Dionte Hall
seemed visibly upset, al
though they declined com
ment about the judge’s rul
ing in the case stemming
from an incident that oc
curred in January.
Giannola’s friends bet
him $10 to put a hang
man’s noose around Hall’s
neck while he was dining
in a fast food restaurant

with his basketball bud
dies.
"I felt the rope touch
my shoulders, then I threw
it off,” Hall testified. "I was
angry.”
Hall’s pain is felt by
many African American
parents who are struggling
to teach their children how
to thrive in a world where
some people will still judge
them by the color of their
skin.
"Teaching
children
about racism is a complex
process that involves a lot
of soul searching,” says Dr.
Alvin F. Poussaint, M.D.,
professor at Harvard Uni
versity. "It begins before
your child takes his first
step and it starts with you,
because the dilemma fac
ing you is not simply how
to help your children cope
when someone uses a
racial slur or ignores them
on the playground because
they are black.”
"The challenge parents
face is how to develop in
children an inner-strength
and resilience so that their
self-esteem and sense of
worth remain intact, re
gardless of what those
around them are saying or
doing to them."
After Giannola placed
the noose around Hall’s
neck, someone allegedly
yelled, "I hate all niggers.”
Those words show Gi
annola acted out of preju
dice. If prosecutors prove
their case in the upcoming
trail, Giannola could spend
up to five years in prison.

"In the words of the
group, they saw a nigger ...
a word which evidences
prejudice, bigotry and
hatred,” said Scott Rosenwasser of the State Attor
ney’s Office.
It is unclear if the state
ment was uttered by Gian
nola since a potential wit
ness in the case told
defense attorneys he was
unsure if their client made
the comment. The witness
told jurors Giannola made
the statement.
Defense attorneys ob
jected prosecutors didn’t
reveal the witness testimo
ny through the discovery
process, resulting in the
judge declaring a mistrial.
"He made a couple of
jokes about black people
and freely admits that,”
argued Defense Attorney
SamiThalji. "Making jokes
is not a crime.”
Punchlines do have the
power to leave emotional
scars.
Parents can counter the
negative messages their
children receive when they
leave home, said Poussaint,
wh^offered the following
suggestions:
• Surround children
with positive images of
black people.
• Expose children to
their heritage by participat
ing in cultural events and
activities.
• Teach your children
black history, educate them
about slavery before some
one else presents them with
a skewed view.
• Build your child’s
self-esteem by capitalizing
on their strength and devel
oping their talents and
skills.
• Teach thdm to appre
ciate the world’s diverse
people and cultures.
When children do en
counter racism, parents
must ensure they don’t
blame themselves or devel
op a hatred toward others,
Poussaint said.
Hall researched hate
crimes after the noose inci
dent and wrote to President
George Bush about his
findings.
His parents, Christo
pher and Cheryl Hall, lob
bied for legislation holding
people criminally responsi
ble for teaching children
beliefs that lead to violent,
racist acts or other hate
crimes.
"After what happened
that day, I’ve walked
around with a lot more
pride, not only for myself,
but for the color of my
skin,” Hall wrote to Bush.
"I’m just trying to turn
something so negative into
a positive.”
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"Rathergate" Is a Failure of Journalistic
Objectivity--------------------------——----------- -------- --The failure of Dan

admit from the start the

Rather and CBS News to
properly
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their

inevitable subjectivity of

er to verify facts as long as
a story is congruent with

ty really isn’t the way to
report."

journalism, and then to

their political agenda? For

The shocking truth,
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why major news organiza
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Bernstein, senior writer for
the Ayn Rand Institute. It is
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Dr. Andrew Bernstein, a
senior writerfor the Ayn Rand
Institute, is available for
interviews. Contact larryb@
aynrand.org or (800) 3656552 ext. 213.

Dan Rather
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Affordable Health Services
Soon a Reality in North Port—
The North Port Health
and Family Service Center
opens Monday, Oct. 4.
Residents of North Port
and surrounding areas can
schedule appointments for
a variety of quality, afford
able health services. While
some health services are
available to everyone,
health care and dental serv
ices are income-dependent.
Eligibility counselors will
need the following infor
mation from those seeking
medical and dental servic
es: government photo ID,
proof of Sarasota County
residency, medical insur
ance if available, social
security card ahd one
month proof of income
statements.
People who are living
in the U.S. on a visa need
to present a passport and I94 card. Medical staff will
be available at the center,
Monday through Friday

and Saturday until 1 p.m.
Among the health services
offered are primary and
preventive health care (i.e.
sick and well care), chil
dren’s immunizations, den
tal services, family plan
ning, health education and
Sexually Transmitted Di
sease (STD) treatment and
counseling. These services
are available Tuesday
through Friday, 8 a.m. - 6
p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. I p.m. Services for people
over 50 include primary
health care, specialty med
ical consultations, diabetes
and blood pressure checks,
and other health promoting
programs. These services
are available Monday and
Thursday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
For all appointments, call
(941) 548-0100.
Senior
Friendship
Centers, Inc. and Sarasota
County Health Department
have partnered to provide

these quality health and
medical services. Other
service providers at this
location are: Coastal Be
havioral Healthcare, Men
tal Health Community
Center, North Port Social
Services, Healthy Start
Coalition, Sarasota County
Technical Institute, and
Suncoast
Workforce
Board
Organizations
con
tributing to making this
center a reality include:
Gulf Coast Community
Foundation of Venice, City
of North Port, Sarasota
County Government, Sara
sota Memorial Hospital,
Florida Department of
Health and Community
Health
Improvement
Project/North Port CHAT:
For more information
or to make an appointment
for health services, call
(941) 548-0100,

Red Bug Slough Grand
Opening Features Butterfly
Release---------------------------------------

Navigation Aid Work
Completed on
Longboat Key —---------

Sarasota County, in
conjunction with The
Nature Conservancy, will
officially open the Red
Bug Slough preserve, 5200
Beneva Rd., to the public
at 10 a.m. Friday, Oct. 15.
The 72-acre urban wildlife
refuge was purchased in
2001 with major funding,
support from Florida Com
munities Trust. The acqui
sition aligns with the En
vironmentally Sensitive
Lands funding passed by
Sarasota County voters in
March 1999, identifying a
number pf sites eligible for
protection.
Red Bug
Slough, characterized by
hardwood swamp and
mesic hammock, is one Pf
the first of those sites to be
completed ahd opened for

Sarasota County and
the Longboat Key Marine
Police Unit joined forces
this summer to replace all
44 regulatory signs and
buoys on Longboat Key
waterways. The $30,000
project replaced stormdamaged and faded signs.
The new signs are eas-

public access. Technically,
a slough is a slow moving,
vegetated stream through a
freshwater marsh system.
The preserve will be
opened jointly by a publicprivate partnership that in
cludes the Florida House,
Sarasota Butterfly Club,
Booker High School and
Sarasota County.
The
groups worked together to
develop the park, which
includes primitive trails, a
tiny tot lot and a butterfly
garden. Booker High has
adopted the park and uses
it as an outdoor learning
lab integrated with their
science curriculum. All
park structures are being
built with environmentally
sustainable or "green"
materials, including fenc

ing, play equipment and a
planned ADA trail.
Three butterfly species
will be released at fhe
opening: zebra longwings,
Gulf fritillaries and mon
archs, Butterfly species
were selected that already
have host plants on the site.
Wildlife species sighted at
the preserve include bald
eagles, otters and a variety
of wading birds.
Event parking is avail
able at the Colonnade,
3516 Beneva Rd. Follow
ing the opening, the park
will be accessible for pub
lic use from 7:30 a.m. - 6
p.m. Hiking, biking, bird
ing and fishing are encour
aged at Red Bug Slough.

ier to read and have high
visibility borders. The pil
ings have highly reflective
orange and white- bands
attached. Where water
depth allowed, piling made
with recycled plastic from
Sarasota County’s curbside
recycling program was
installed.

County Conducts
Prescribed Burns ih
Englewood-------------Prescribed burns of
wood debris piles at Man
asota Scrub Preserve are
being conducted by Sara
sota County Resource
Management and Emer
gency Management Ser
vices. The debris piles
were created by a timber
thinning project at the

Preserve this summer. The
Preserve entrance is locat
ed at Manasota; Beach
Road and Bridge Street, \
The bums will contin
ue through October as
weather conditions permit.
For more information call
Nancy Edmondson at
(941) 861-6260.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Drawing to Benefit Project Linus Blanket
Program for lil and Traumatized Children
Planned for Suncoast Home Show---------------- —
ST. PETERSBURG Among the numerous ven
dors at the Suncoast Home
& Remodeling Show,, Oct.

8-10 at Tropicana Field
will be a local retailer pro
moting a very special
cause. A Creative Design
Shop, located at 2140
Ninth Ave. N., which sells
Janome sewing machines
and fabric, will be holding
a raffle drawing for a huge,
colorful quilt. Funds col
lected will benefit A Cre
ative Design Shop’s efforts
on behalf of Project Linus

- a nationwide, volunteer
program to provide a sense
of security, warmth and
comfort to children, who
are seriously ill, trauma
tized or otherwise in need,
through the donation of
hew, handmade blankets
and afghans.
Every year, Liz Leber,

owner/president of A Cre
ative Design Shop, spear
heads a massive sewing
effort, prganizing local
"blanketeers" to make blan
kets fpr Project Linus. The
results of the blanketeers’
efforts are impressive.
Leber says usually by yearend more than 100 newly-

handmade blankets are
delivered to children in
need of them. Recipients of
the blankets include chil
dren living with their moth
ers in CASA (Community
Action Stops Abuse) bat
tered women shelters; pa
tients in Ronald McDonald
Houses; and children in

orphanages such as the
Hope Children’s Home in
Tampa.

For details on Project
Linus and the upcoming
raffle drawing at the Sun
coast Home and Re
modeling Show, please call
Leber at (727) 323-1414.

ST. PETERSBURG The Suncoast Tiger Bay
Club will host a candidates
forum on Thursday, Oct. 7,
starting at Noon at the St.
Petersburg Yacht Club, 11
Central Ave.
There are three races
for the Florida House of
Representatives in Pinellas
County. Historically, Dis
trict 52 has been one of the
most competitive and con-

troversial in west central
Florida. The incumbent,
Frank Farkas (R) and the
challenger, Elizabeth "Liz"
McCallum (D) will face
off and if history can pre
dict the future, this will be
an affair no one will want
to miss!
Please RSVP by Mon
day, Oct. 4 by phone: (727)
822-1001
or
e-mail:
rsvp@tigerbay.org.
For

additional
information,
please
contact
Tami
Simms-Powel, executive
director of the Suncoast
Tiger, Bay Club., at:-(723)
743-6262, or visitour web
site at: www.tigefbay.org.
For information about
future speakers who will
be "stepping into the
Tiger's
Den,"
visit;
http://www.tigerbay.org/ca
lendar.htm

Tampa Area Residents Urged
to Donate Their Plywood to
Local Habitat for Humanity
Stores-----------------------------------------

Midnight
Madness

Residents who no
longer need the plywood
that they purchased for
hurricane season - or those
who have too much - are
urged to donate them to
local Habitat for Humanity
Stores. The plywood will

ST. PETERSBURG 6n Saturday, Oct. 2, from
6 - 9 p.m., St. Petersburg
College invites the public
tp their upcoming event
known
as
Midnight
Madness. Women basket
ball players for SPC’s
2004-2005 season will be
presented at this time.
The public is invited
to attend, and the admis
sion Is free. There will be
refreshments, games, con
tests, giveaways and fun.
for the entire family.
For more information
regarding this event,
please feel free to contact
William Smith at (727)
341-4371.

Education
Is The
Key
To A
Successful
Future!

Suncoast Tiger Bay to Host
Candidate’s Forum---------------

either be used in the con
struction of Habitat homes
or will be sold ih the
stores. Funds from these
sales will be used to build
Habitat homes.
Telephone numbers to
call are:

• Hillsborough (813)
237-196?
• Pinellas (727)2092199
• Sarasota (941)3630777

Have You Been Injured In A Car Accident?
• Were You Hurt?

• Need Your Car Fixed?

• Need A Good Doctor And
Someone Who Will Properly
Document Your Case?

• Need A Ride To The Doctor?
• Friendly and Courteous Staff
Members

If You Answered YES To Any Of These Questions,
Then You Need To Call Me Now’!
“Having been in several acci
dents myself, I know just what
to do to get the best results for
you nr
Before You Sign Gp With Anyone
Else, Call Me. My Services Are
The conference is FBffand everyone
interested in College is welcome.

.j

Spotters: Wachovia Education Hnance^Southwast

Scholarships wiil he awarded to high
school seniors; the conference is for
parents and students,

FREE
And Can Help You From Making
A Costly Mistake!

Lualion aS Hiitc'i Hotel inw'.ntown
St, Petersburg Rorlda

Studs'? Ssrvices Corp, and UniIsd SJuttert AW Funds

Ptease RSVP by.
Sept3fnbsr24/2004 ■
Phone (727)^7-2521 or

.

MICHELLE B. PATTY
St Petersburg, FL LOcatiOn

Doctor's Pain Management
260 34th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-6111

• Tampa Office
(813 495-3702
k
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

St. Petersburg NHS Launches Early Campaign to
Celebrate 25th Anniversary----------

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
These Two Libras Made
It Through Another
Journey

Louise Fletcher
Happy Birthday to
Louise Fletcher of our
town who, on Oct. 5, cele
brated her “70th” birthday
with family and friends.
Also, “Lou,” as she is
affectionately called by her
family and close friends, is
celebrating 18 years of res
idency at her Flagler Point
apartment. Lou is an active
tenant and works closely
with management in plan
ning Christmas and pool
parties and a host of lunch
eons.
A long-time faithful
member of Mt. Zion
Progressive
Baptist
Church, where the Rev.
Louis Murphy, Sr. is pas
tor, she also serves as
financial secretary and
contact person for the 55+
ministry, and is a loyal par
ticipant of Sunday School.
Louise’s family is
noud of their mom and
grandmom and greatgrandmom. They wish her
a happy 70th birthday and
many more to come.
***
LIKEWISE TO
CRAIG
Happy Birthday, Sept.
27, to Craig Thompson of
45th St. and 13th Ave. S.,
rom his lovely wife,
Mandy and children.
Craig, your special birth
day is a day that is meant
to be celebrated, because
you’re such a special per
son.

And Happy Birthday
to those celebrating this
cycle, Sept. 24 - Oct. 23.
***
ARE YOU READY
FOR THIS?
Three sisters, ages 92,
94 and 96, live together.
One night, the 96 year-old
draws a bath. She puts one
foot in and pauses. “Was I
getting in the tub or out?”
she yells.
The
94
year-old
hollers back, “I don’t
know, I’ll come see.” She
starts up the stairs and
stops. She shouts, “Was I
going up or coming
down?”
The 92 year-old is sit
ting at the kitchen table
having tea, listening to her
sisters. She shakes her
head and says, “I sure hope
I never get that forgetful,”
and knocks on wood for
good measure. Then she
yells, “I’ll come up and
help you as soon as I see
who’s at the door.”
***
On a cross-country
road trip, a group of guys
decided to tour the brew
ery where their favorite
beer was made. As they
marveled at the process,
one of them slipped and
fell into a huge vat of beer..
Brewery workers tried to
save him while his friends
waited outside.
A half-hour later, the
supervisor came out to tell
the guys the bad news their friend had drowned.
“Do you think he suf
fered much?” one of them
asked.
“I don’t think so,” said
the supervisor. “In fact,
before he drowned, he
climbed out there three
times to go to the bath
room.”
***
Until Next Write Around,

L-R: Alice Williams, Susan Canty, David J. Fischer, Theresa Mceachern, David Mceachern, April
Gausman, Mark Mandula, Dorothy Gilliam, Valerie Hendriex, Earl Gainey, Larry Granucci, Askia
Muhammad Aquil, Deborah Scanlan And Linda Portal.
ST. PETERSBURG Customers, partners and
members of the St. Peters
burg
Neighborhorhood
Housing Services, Inc.
(SPNHS) gathered recently
at the home of one of its
volunteers and officers to
reflect, project and cele
brate. The theme of the
event -- "Keys to Our Suc
cess" - was thoughtfully
selected in keeping with
the goal of focusing atten
tion on the individuals and
groups that have kept
SPNHS going since Sep
tember 1980.
SPNHS will reach the
quarter-century milestone
in September 2005. The
private nonprofit commu
nity-based group was

formed originally to spear
head the revitalization of
the Old Southeast Neigh
borhood. It was modeled
after a similar effort that
had been organized in the
Hyde Park section of
Tampa.
SPNHS has grown and
expanded since those early
days. Services are now
provided throughout the
city and lower Pinellas
County. Over 320 families
have purchased homes
with SPHNS’ help since
2000.
Speaking at the "Keys
to Our Success" event,
SPHNS President Bob
Rowan, County Commis
sioner Bob Stewart and
SPNHS President Emeritus

David McEachem talked
about the early days and
reflected upon the triumphs
and challenges they wit
nessed since the group was
founded. They even de
scribed several storefront
offices on different streets
in south St. Petersburg out
of which the program oper
ated before moving into its
new building at 1600 Dr.
Martin L. King Jr. St. S.
The "Keys to Our
Success" event was held at
the home of Mark (who
serves as the treasurer and
finance committee • chair
man for SPNHS) and
Kathy Mandula on Bright
waters Boulevard North
east.
Two families that re-

cently became first-time
homeowners because of
help from SPHNS shared
their experiences at the
event.
Janear Simpson
(Cromwell Heights) and
Vanthi Alla (Shore Acres)
described the information
gained, the valuable les
sons learned and the ex
citement felt as they
worked to achieve their
dream, expressing their
appreciation to the organi
zation.
David J. Fischer, for
mer mayor of St. Peters
burg and former SPHNS
president, talked about the
important role played by
nonprofit housing agencies
in general and SPHNS in
particular. He first became

Child Care Food Program Now
Available at Celebrity Kids Club
ST. PETERSBURG Celebrity Kids Club, Inc.
announces its participation
in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Child Care
Food Program. Meals will
be available at no separate
charge to enrolled eligible
children at the center,
which has locations at
2511 Fifth Ave. S., and
3000 22nd Ave. S.
Parents/guardians of
children eligible for free
and reduced-price meals
must complete an applica-

tion. Eligibility informa
tion includes the number
and names of all household
members, social security
number of the adult house
hold member signing the
application or an indication
that the household member
does not have one, total
monthly household income
or Food Stamp case num
ber or Temporary Assist
ance for Needy Families
case number, and the sig
nature of an adult house
hold member.

Household Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
For each add’! member, add:

Children from families
whose income is at or
below levels shown are eli
gible for free and reducedprice meals. Households
are required to report
increases in household
income of over $50 per
month or $600 per year and
increases or decreases in
household size. The policy
statement for free and
reduced price meals is on
file at the child care center
and may be reviewed by
any interested party.

Free Meals
Annual
12,103
16,237
20,371
24,505
28,639
32,773
36,907
41,041
+4,134

Monthiy
1,009
1,354
1,698
2,043
2,387
2,732
3,076
3,421
+345

Report Leads to Two
Resignations at USF

In the operation of the
Child Care Food Program,
no child will be discrimi
nated against because of
race, color, sex, national
origin, age or disability. If
any member of the house
hold believes he/she has
been discriminated against,
then he/she should write to
the Secretary of Agricul
ture, Washington, D.C.
20250.

Reduced-Price Meals
Weekly
233
313
392
472
551
631
710
790
+80

Annual
17,224
23,107
28,990
34,873
40,756
46,639
52,522
58,405
+5,883

Monthly
1,436
1,926
2,416
2,907
3,397
3,887
4,377
4,868
+491

Weekly
332
445
558
671
784
897
1,011
1,124
+114

STAYLOOSE!

Ex-Offender
Showcase Canceled

Imagine Yourself as a Teacher....
Earn your Master of Arts in Teaching Degree
from National-Louis University
Many people like you are changing careers for a rewarding, indemand job as a teacher in an elementary or middle school
classroom.
At National-Louis University, we know that changing careers
can be both exciting and challenging. That’s why we’ve
designed an innovative program for people just like you. Here,
you can get yom initial teaching certificate in a master’s
program designed for working adults who have a non-teaching
bachelor’s degree from a regionally accredited institution:
• Small classes
• Student Aid I Scholarship
• Class located in Pinellas
• 5% Ttiition Discount
• Ranked in Top 10 by Black Issues in Higher Education

For more information, please contact:
Carol Burg
800.366.6581 x. 6109
cburg@nl.edu

Jackie Newsom, a student in the NLU
Master ofArts in Teaching Program,
puts theory into practice. Students
develop and teach lessons to their
classmates and receive suggestions.

You can make a difference!
Apply now to begin in January!
Other Programs Available:
• Curriculum & Instruction
• Educational Leadership
• B.S. in Health Care Leadership
• B.S. in Management
• B.A. Applied Behavioral Sciences
• Master of Health Services
Administration
• M.S. in Management

National-Louis University is accredited by the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools, The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and the Florida Commission for Independent Education.

PINELLAS COUNTY
- The 9th Annual Show
case of Services for the Ex
Offender, Offered by the
Pinellas Ex-Offender ReEntry Coalition (PERC),
scheduled for Friday, Oct.
15 at PTEC 901-34th St.
S., St. Petersburg, has been

L-R: SPNHS Director Of Homeownership
Services Deborah Scanlan, Janear Simpson,
Klaudio Alla, Vanthi Alla and SPNHS Executive
Director Askia Muhammad Aquil.
familiar with the agency tor business community,
while serving on city coun but also to those families
cil and interacted closely we have helped in the past.
with the organization We are even trying to
throughout his tenure as locate former employees
mayor. The City of St. along with former volun
Petersburg has been a key teers who have served on
partner and supporter of our board or committees.
SPHNS since it was found Of course, we are always
looking for new blood," he
ed.
SPNHS
Executive added. Aquil has run the
Director Askia Muhammad day-to-day operation since
Aquil teased the group February 1997.
"Our city, our needy
with bits qf information
about plans for the upcom households and our dis
neighborhoods
ing 12 months. "We want tressed
to increase awareness, need SPHNS," Aquil told
build momentum, broaden the audience.
"SPHNS
our community support needs the support of our
and serve more families by entire community - the
September 2005," said keys to our success - to
Aquil. "We are doing more continue its march for
outreach to the private sec- another 25 years."

canceled. The PTEC facili
ty has to be used for inschool purposes due to
inclement weather caused
by Hurricanes Frances,
Charley and Ivan. They
hope to reschedule the
Showcase of Services for
January, 2005.

TAMPA - Two key
University
of
South
Florida admissions officers
have resigned from the
university. The university
proposed dismissal from
employment for Doug
Hartnagel, associate vice
president of enrollment
planning and management,
and Dewey Holleman,
director of undergraduate
admissions, upon receipt
of a Sept. 16 investigation
by the Office of University
Audit and Compliance.
The two later resigned.
The report shows that
below average SAT and
ACT scores were deleted
while above average scores
were left intact, serving to
increase average test
scores for incoming firsttime-in-college students
reported by USF.
"The integrity of this
university is paramount,"
said USF President Judy
Genshaft. "We will not tol
erate anything that com
promises the integrity of
our student records or the
admissions process."
No admissions deci
sions were effected be
cause of this and the uni
versity is already working

to restore the records.
The university is al
ready taking aggressive
steps to address data reten
tion and reporting and pre
vent further tampering
from taking place:
• Replacing the top
two admissions officers.
• Implementing new
safeguards to protect and
assure data integrity.
• During the summer,
the university hired NoelLevitz, a national enroll
ment management-con
sulting firm, to assess
USF's Student Affairs
organization and make rec
ommendations about ways
to improve the structure.
As a result of their Aug. 30
report,
Enrollment
Planning and Management
programs now report to
Academic Affairs.
• During the summer,
the university also launch
ed a search and eventually
hired a new leader for
institutional research who
will be responsible for the
accuracy and consistency
of all data and data report
ing at USF.
Provost Renu Khator
is expected to name inter
im leadership shortly.

Academic Scholarships Highlight
Campus Visit Days at UT------------ TAMPA - The Univer
sity of Tampa highlights
academic scholarships at its
fall campus visit days,
Sunday, Oct. 3, and Sunday,
Nov. 14, noon-5 p.m. in the
Plant Hall Lobby.
The scholarships are for

students planning to enter the
university in fall 2005. Firstyear students may be eligible
for funds ranging from
$4,000-$8,000 per year.
Transfer students may be eli
gible for up to $5,500 in
annual scholarship money.

Qualified applicants
must be U.S. citizens plan
ning to study full-time, and
must have GPAs of 3.0 or
higher. Minimum SAT or
ACT scores also may be
required.
Reservations are appre-

ciated. To make a reserva
tion or obtain additional
information, contact the
Office of Admissions tollfree at (888) MINARET
(646-2738) or (813) 2536211, or e-mail admissions@ut.edu.

There Is A Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger!

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

THIS WEEK IN

BLACK HISTORY

Activist Fannie Lou Hamer was born in 1917
September 30

• Republic of Botswana Independence
Day
• Johnny Mathis, singer, bom, 1935

October 1

• Morgan State College founded in
Maryland, 1872
• James Meredith becomes the first
Black student at University of
Mississippi... after 3,000 federal
troops quelled riots over his admis
sion, 1962

October 2

• Robert H. Lawrence, named the first
Black astronaut, dies in a plane crash
before his mission, 1967
• Thurgood Marshall sworn in as first
Black Supreme Court Justice, 1967

October 3

• Bethune-Cookman College opens in
Daytona Beach, Fla., 1904
• WERD, first Black radio station,
begins operating in Atlanta, Ga.,
1949

October4

‘Kingdom of Lesotho Independence
.

Day

.......

ula.-

October 5

• Booker T. Washington, educator,
leaves Malden, West VA to enter
Hampton Institute, 1872
•Yvonne Burke, congresswoman,
bom, 1932

October 6

• Fannie Lou Hamer, activist, bom,
1917

Money Available to
Enhance
Unincorporated
Neighborhoods--------PINELLAS COUNTY
Pinellas
County’s
Neighborhood Enhance
ment Grant Program will
accept applications ffom
Oct. 1 - Dec. 17 to fund
projects that will beautify
Unincorporated neighbor
hoods, promote safety, and
build partnerships among
community residents, or
ganizations
and
the
County.
Matching grant amounts will range from
$1,000 to $10,000 for
community projects de
signed to physically im
prove neighborhoods. Ap

plicants must show neigh
borhood support for the
proposed project, represent
an unincorporated area of
the county and provide a
public benefit to the com
munity.
Neighborhood
non-profit organizations
located in unincorporated
Pinellas County are eligi
ble fof funding assistance.
For more information
or an application, call the
Pinellas County Commun
ity Development De
partment at (727) 4648237 or visit the website at
www.pinellascounty.org/c
ommunity.
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Of Spiritual Healing and Redemption
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURG Minister Louis Farakhan
didn’t send another clarion
call to black women.
This time around, it’s
Bishop T.D. Jakes that has
millions of sistahs seeking
redemption through his
book turned stage play,
"Woman,
Thou
Art
Loosed.”
It heads to the big
screen on Friday, and
scores of women are ex
pected to pack movie the
atres nationwide to see the
movie starring Kimberly
Elise.
Fresh off the set of the
"Manchurain Candidate,"
Elise plays a deathrow
inmate, who, in flashbacks,
tells of how she turned to
prostitution and drugs after
being molested by her
mother’s boyfriend as a
child.
"This is a major

Bishop T. D. Jakes
event,” said Vickie Greene,
a St. Petersburg resident
and Jakes fan. She noted
his movie will have women
"exhaling" much like Terry
McMillan’s book tamed
blockbuster
Jakes, who appears as
himself in the movie,
believes the film will touch
the souls of moviegoers in
the spirit of Mel Gibson’s

"Passion of the Christ"
"The Passion told how
Jesus was crucified,”
explains Jakes in a pub
lished report. He, notes
Gibson went beyond the
sugar-coated Hollywood
version to portray the suf
fering of Christ on the
Cross." ‘Woman Thou Art
Loosed’ tells why Jesus
was crucified: to offer hope

"Woman, Thou Art
Loosed" is authored by
Bishop T.D. Jakes, and
stars Kimberly Elise as
a deathrow inmate
seeking salvation
to people suffering today.”
Brutally realistic, the
movie received an R-rating
for the violent and graphic
content that explores a
taboo subject within the
black community: sexual
abuse.
"I want you to own it,”
uged Jakes to moviegoers.

approach to freeing women
of their baggage is just
wonderful,” said James
Myles of Bethel Com
munity Baptist Church.
"Black women have gone
through hell and high water
and is about time for them
to hear this message of
hope.”
Edna Mack of Mt. Zion
Progressive Baptist Church
agreed the movie will
allow sistahs to confess,
cry and carry on.
"I think he gets to the
heart of what women are
feeling,” said Mack, who
heads Mt. Zion’s women’s
ministry which has traveled
to Jakes’ engagements and
plans to see the movie.
"There are a lot of women
out there who are hurting
and he helps them look out
side of themselves and
their pain. He shows them
hope that they may have
not seen.”

"I want you to embrace it
as people of faith."
It’s about time the
secret was spilled since
shelters are full of broken,
black women in need of
spirtual repair from the
mental, physical and sexual
abuse they’ve encountered,
domestic violence advo
cates said.
Although Jakes’ has
received some criticism
about the movie, some
black men who are familiar
with the book or play do
not feel the movie will
demonize them.
They point out the
movie, which is fictional, is
rooted in the Bible, which
has real life accounts of Rrated stories. They include:
Amnon raping his half-sis
ter, Tamar; David commit
ting
adultery
with
Bathsheba; and the incest
between Lot and his daugh
ters.
"I think his Whole

Searching for the FCAT Solution-------Parents can attendfree summit this weekend and learn how to help their kids prepare

Dr. Jawanza Kunjufu will be a keynote speaker

The FCAT failure rate among black students is
unacceptable, says Vryle Davis, former Pinellas
School Administrator and Chairman of Ebony
Scholars
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Frustrated by FCAT?
Perhaps, you want to leam
what you can do after
you’ve been notified that
your child has been sus
pended or expelled from
school.
Those questions and
more will be answered dur
ing Saturday’s parent sum
mit dubbed, "No Child Left
Behind...The Real Deal.”
Sponsored by Con
cerned Organizations for
Quality Education for
Black
Students
(COQBES), the goal of the
summit is to increase
parental involvement in the
classroom by teaching
moms and dads how to
navigate the system. Held
from 8:30 a.m. until 3 p-m.,
the summit will take place
at the University of South
Florida’s Campus Activity
Center, 140 Seventh Ave.
S.
"Our goal is for parents
to realize the importance of
quality education for future
employment opportuni
ties,” said Watson Haynes,
president/CEO of the
Coalition for a Safe and
Drug Free St. Petersburg
and one of the summit
organizers.

Haynes is not the only
one seeking more account
ability from black parents.
Black leaders such as the
Rev. Jesse Jackson came to
the defense of comedienne
Bill Cosby, who created an
uproar in May by admon
ishing lower class blacks
for not preparing their chil
dren to meet the challenges
of the classroom.
"These people aren’t
parenting,” Cosby said.

"They spend $500 on
sneakers - and for what?
They won’t even spend
$200 on Hooked on
Phonics."
In Pinellas County, the
emphasis some black par
ents place on developing
their child’s looks - rather
than minds - is taking a toll
on standardized tests.
According to 2002-03
FCAT data:
• 67.4 percent qf black
students in third grader
failed math and another
66.9 percent flunked the

reading portion of the test.
• 83.6 percent of black,
sixth graders failed math
and 72.8 didn’t pass read
ing.
• 80.5 percent of black,
ninth graders failed math
and 89.8 percent flunked
reading.
"That’s simply unac
ceptable and indicative of
the need for a new direc
tion in educating students
and engaging their parents
or guardians,” said Vryle
Davis, former Pinellas
School Administrator and

Watson Haynes, one of the summit’s organizers,
hopes parents will take on inore accountability
Chairman
of
Ebony
Scholars.
The summit will pro
vide a compass for the 500
parents seeking guidance
on how to get their children
on the right educational
track.
Keynote
speakers
include:
Dr.
Jawanza
Kunjufu, a former consult
ant to the U.S. Department
of Education; James Evans,
the executive director of
Tampa Bay Academy of

Hope; and Pinellas County
Schools
Superintendent
Clayton Wilcox.
Workshop topics range
from FCAT to creating an
environment for success.
"Families must take advan
tage of every opportunity
to prepare their students to
compete for jobs upon
graduation," Haynes con
cluded.
For moire information
about the summit call (727)
686-4150.
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With the Warrior
Heart of a Soul
Survivor...

Sisters

This Week’s “Best” Photo

from front page

with education, but every
thing to do with mindset.
Some of us still don’t trust
the medical system and
will refuse to tell anyone,
‘Here’s my body, do what
you want with it.’”
But that may be what
it takes to save a life, said
Robinson, whose joining
health officials across the
country in their efforts to
get African Americans to
seek regular check-ups as
opposed tq going to the
emergency room just be
fore they are about to
check out.
“Most studies focus on
medical reasons,” Robin
son said. “Untii now, no
one - outside of lung re
searchers - has ever looked
at the environmental im
pact on various diseases.
That’s why we (African
American women) need to
be a part of this study. It is
not only important to our

Afeni Shakur and Jasmine Guy both spoke about
finding your own strength and defining who you
will become.
by Candace K. Clarke
two won everyone over
Challenger Assistant Editor
with
their passionate
TAMPA
Tupac words, touching on every
Shakur touched so many thing from the complicated
lives in his short time on beginnings of their friend
this planet, an iconic rapper ship to the need for a more
who was gunned down at inspired way of living.
the age of 25, having al
"I want tq. reach people
ready survived a previous who have big problems,"
attempt on his life. He in Afeni, 57, had told Guy
spired so many countless when they were collaborat
black youth, who could ing on the book. "People
look at what he had made that look like they won’t
of himself, his determina get through. I want to talk
tion, and say, "He made it about how you get through
when they said he would garbage .. .just putting one
n’t; so can I." He was an foot in front of the other."
outspoken symbol whose
It was almost close to
life was cut short way too an oil and water compari
soon, but whose memory son, but you could see that
will always be felt, a legacy what their friendship
that survives through his shared was a determined
music, poems, and in the passion. Where the 42movies about his life and year-old Guy was more on
the stories that still have yet the serious side, with a
to be told.
quiet strength about her,
Getting a chance to Afeni, a former Black
hear even part of Tupac’s Panther, lets you know how
story helped draw a crowd much of a straight shot she
on Tuesday night at the is right up front. With the
University of South Flor kind of boldness that snaps
ida’s Special Events center, you to attention right
as two of the people who quick, she captured the
knew him so well, his heart of the crowd in less
mpther Afeni Shakur, and than a minute.
friend and actress Jasmine
Guy, a wife and mother
Guy made an appearance.
whose resume includes the
The event, co-spon- titles writer, actress, and
sored by the Black Student dancer, presents an inter
Union, brought a message esting picture. Best known
of strength and persever for six seasons as the very
ance, particularly appeal southern, very spoiled
ing to the young brothers Whitley Gilbert on the
and sisters who filled the series favorite "A Different
audience. As they talked sJVorld," it’s still somewhat
about Guy’s recent book, of a surprise to not hear
"Afeni Shakur: Evolution that Whitley Gilbert accent
of a Revolutionary," the when Ms. Guy speaks. The

photo by Shedrick Rhodes

woman behind the charac
ter seeins more earthy and
with a seriousness about
her;
When she speaks, her
admiration for Afeni could
n’t be more apparent. Their
friendship began after
Tupac was first shot in
1994, when friends and
family rallied around his
bedside.
"I started talking to her
long into the evenings
about her life, arid [real
ized] she had a fascinating
story," says Guy.
Her
book, ten y^ars ih the mak
ing, is steeped in survival
and second chances, ahd in
convictions, and realiza
tions.
With a life that de
manded she be a survivor,
Shakur has been through it
all. She spent years as a
Black Panther and was
locked up because of it, she
had her first child; Tupac,

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD FRESH LOCAL SEAFOOD
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'

FRESH LOCO COOKS
LOW LOW PRICES
COME CHECK US OUT!

in jail. She went through an
addiction to crack cocaine,
she went through, the horri
ble pain of losing her son to

each othrii...we are spiritu
ally killing each other."
"I believe that everyone
in here has what Tupac

Jasmine. Guy with Challenger Assistant Editor,
Candace Clarke
photos by Shedrick Rhodes

a violent shooting. And she
stood before die audience
Tuesday night as a sur
vivor, reveling in a new
sense of spiritual, convic
tion, telling the audience,
"When you are feeling bad
and on hard times; think of
me standing here with a
smile on my face and joy in
my heart."
As Afeni talked, she
urged the audience to be
lieve in their ideas, just as
her son had. " We have to do
better," she said. "You guys
know what the statistics
are. We are killing our
selves, and we our killing

had," she said. "All we
have to do is not give up.
From him, I learned to per
severe. Don’t let anyone
ever tell you your ideas
aren’t good enough. We all
have it within ourselves to
push past what we’re sup
posed to be."
After they spoke, Guy
and Shakur were met with
questions and comments
ranging from a mother who
told of her six-year-old
son’s interest in Tupac arid
writing poetry, to a near
marriage ’proposal, for Guy
from one adoring fan, to a
young-.woman with more
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
sign Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

SSSSSSS!

• The leading cancer
sites for African Amer
ican women include
breast, colon and rec
tum, lung and cervix
and uteri.
• 37.7 percent of
African American wom
en have high smoking
rates and low participa
tion in breast screen
ings.
• 54.9 percent of
African American wom
en over 50 report having
never had a mammo
gram and a clinical
breast exam.

The St. Petersburg Branch of the NAACP presented the Dimmitt Cadillac Musical Event
Extraordinaire - “A City Chat With The Queen Of The Keys” on Saturday, Sept. 25. The affair fea
tured internationally renowned piano artist Liiiette Wisner, accompanied by bassist, bowed and
pisicato John Lamb and drummer Ken Loomer. The event was held to benefit a newly endowed
scholarship fund sponsored in association with the Mahaffey Theatre Foundation Commemorating
the 50th Anniversary of Brown vs. Board of Education"

We’ve got something
you won’t find at
RED LOBSTER:
MARKET A REITAURANT

lives, but the lives
mothers, aunts, daughters
and, of course, our sisters.’
African American wo
men who would like to
participate in the Sister
Study can call Bessie
Robinson or Patricia
Colantonio at (727) 8246900 or visit www.sisterstudv.com.

HIRES
Hairstyling
3427 llth Avenue North
St Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone 323-8649

questions than time and the
nerve to ask Ms. Shakur if
the rumors were true: "Is
Tupac still alive?" she
begged.
As she had done sever
al times during the evening,
Shakur said, chuckling, her
hand on her hip: "You all
know my son. Do you think
if he. was really still alive
that he’d let a woman - that
he’d let his mama - run
things?"
Sept. 13, 1996 is a day
that will forever stay with
Afeni - the day that Tupac
died in a hospital room
after being gunned down
days earlier, his body
struck by four bullets as he
left a Las Vegas boxing
match. Incredibly, she
doesn’t, speak as though
she has any lingering anger
in her heart - she notes that
she had already spent the
majority of her life being
angry about what she did-'
n’t have and what was
taken from her. "That was
God’s child," she said pas
sionately of Tupac. "And I
thank God for him, I thank
God for every wonderful
perfect day."
It’s a message that
stays with Mohammed
Jibril, who quickly jumped
on his cell phone after the
event was oyer to tell his
friends about his brush
with fame. Jibril, a junior at
USF, remarked, "To be able
to have a chance to absorb
this advice is a great oppor
tunity," he said, looking to
the stage. "These women
are trailblazers - to be able
to be here tonight was a
good thing."

AHST!
We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
* Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
® Fibromyalgia
H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULARMASSAGE

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
3287600
•

3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869
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Tabria Smith, 7 and Joshua Hobbs, 2 pose with
Raymond the mascot.

13 year-old Sydnee Sheared stares lovingly
at a pig.

Reading
from front page

ducks and other fowl while
they waited their turn for a
ride on a live pony.
The kitten mewed in
side its cage, which attract
ed a boy to reach inside
and pet it, while he pointed
at the strutting white roos
ter dodging other chil
dren's outstretched hands
and declared the fowl was
"mean."
Deqonton Davis, a sixyear-old first-grader, says
he likes to read books,
especially books about
people. Describing himself
as a "good reader," Davis
said he already had his
own shelf of books at
home.
The family literacy
event billed as a friendly
day in the neighborhood
did attract neighbors.
Among them were
Tara Sims and her four
children, initially attracted
by the pony ride they were
excited about the free
books because "they read a
lot," Sims said. " Children
"need to know how to read
to live in this world."

The event was co
sponsored by .Verizon and
the Kiwanis, plus Di
rections for Mental Health
donated money for books.
Bridges to Learning and
Operation PAR also partic
ipated in the literacy fair.
Located at 920 19th St. S.,
Happy Workers normally
distributes about 150
books per month to chil
dren who attend the center.
Among the partici
pants was Jeannette Lyons
whose daughters; aged
four-years-old and ninemonths-old, attend Happy
Workers. Lyons says she
started reading earlier to
her youngest daughter and
noticed the child tries to
form words earlier than her
other daughter did and also
pays attention more and
actually listens.
Experts agree that
famihes that read together
foster a love of reading that
assists a child in de
veloping pre-reading and
pre-writing skills neces
sary to enter kindergarten
prepared to be successful
through their school-years
and all through their life.
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THE BROTHERS
Usher and 50 Cent Make Forays Into
Movies---------------------------------------------------

Usher has appeared in a number of films like “The
Faculty,” "She's All That,” “Soul Food” and por
trayed Marvin Gaye on television show “Anierican
Dreams.”
by Chuck ‘Jigsaw’ Creekmur also serve as the executive
R&B superstar Usher producer of the film.
and 50 Cent both have sep
Through a statement,
arate movies slated for Dimension chief Bob
release that appear to bor Weinstein said, "Usher has
row a page.
clearly proven himself as a
Usher will play a kid musical superstar. We have
from the streets that dis a longstanding relationship
covers his true self through and know this film will
the aggressive pursuit of showcase all of his talents
music, according to Daily in his first starring role."
Variety. The movie will be
Usher has appeared in
released through Dimen a number of films like "The
sion Films and written by Faculty," "She's All That."
Jonathan Prince. Usher will "Soul Food" and portrayed

On the rap side of entertainment, 50 Cent is
preparing his theatrical debut in “Locked and
Loaded,” a semiautobiographical film.
Marvin Gaye on television
show "American Dreams."
On the rap side of en
tertainment, 50 Cent is pre
paring his theatrical debut
in "Locked and Loaded," a
semiautobiographical film.
Billboard stated that the
movie is about a former
drug dealer that denounces
his former trade to begin a
career in music.
The movie, which is
released by Paramount
Pictures and MTV Films, is

expected to be in theaters
nationally in 2006.
Interscope
Geffen
chairman Jimmy Iovine
and Paul Rosenberg, who
runs Shady Records with
Eminem, will head up the
project. Both Iovine and
Rosenberg also produced
Eminem’s "8 Mile" film, a
movie that grossed $117
million at the box office.
Additionally, a sound
track album will follow.

Lawsuit Alleges Wal-Mart Biased
Against Black Truckers--------------LITTLE ROCK (AP) A federal lawsuit alleges
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. dis
criminates against blacks
seeking truck-driving jobs
in 12 Southern states,
including Louisiana.
The suit, filed in U.S.
District Court in Little
Rock,5 seeks class-action
status. The plaintiff, Daryal
T. Nelson of Coldwater,
Miss., alleges that WalMart rejects and discour
ages black applicants for
truck-driving jobs at the
chain's distribution centers
in the 12 states.
The states are Arkan
sas, where Wal-Mart is
headquartered at Benton-

ville; Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi
ana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas and Vir
ginia.
Nelson contends in the
suit that in May 2002, after
he applied many times for a
truck-driver position with
the company, he was prom
ised a job at a distribution
center in Searcy.
But when he reported
to an area director, as
instructed by the company,
the director told him he
could work as a laborer, the
suit said. Nelson said the
area director used “racial
stereotyping" in expressing

“a gut feeling" that Nelson
had falsified his credit rat
ing and driving record.
Nelson filed a com
plaint with the Equal Em
ployment
Opportunity
Commission. An EEOC
document attached to the
complaint found “reason
able cause" to believe the
22-year, truck-driving vet
eran was discriminated
against.
The EEOC said Nelson
has a good driving record
and Wal-Mart hired only
one black driver of the 20
the company hired in 2002.
In addition, the EEOC said
some of the white drivers
had much less experience

than Nelson and more seri
ous trucking violations.
Gus Whitcomb, a
spokesman for Wal-Mart,
said that he couldn't com
ment on the lawsuit be
cause he hadn't seen it.
However, he said, “We do
not discriminate in our hir
ing practices."
The suit asks that WalMart be ordered not to dis
criminate and it seeks com
pensation for those who’ve
been discriminated against
and for would-be appli
cants who were discour
aged from applying be
cause of the company's
practice.

The Things We Go Through
After two weeks of
phone chatting, I eagerly
awaited our first meeting.
It’s the kind of meeting that
sends skepticism coursing
through your veins. Almost
like you are scared to even
leave the house in expecta
tion that something might
ruin, what you hope to sus
tain.
You go through the
prep stage, searching for
perfection and often over
doing it only to change
again at least three or four
times..... But, you know
that she makes it all worth
the trouble.
My first and last mis
take, was the barbershop.
Why is it that barbers
never get your hair right
when you want to make an
impression, and style it like
there was no tomorrow on
laundry day?? Upon sitting
in the seat I insisted that
my moustache and beard
not be touched. I empha
sized the fact that I do my
own trimming and it was

not necessary.
Please don't touch the
moustache.... So what hap
pens zip, zip all gone. No
more moustache. My first
impulse was to curse like a
marine, but that would not
be prudent since he still
had to cut my hair. Ohhhh,
why can't men wear
weaves??? Now I am
moustacheless, and to most
women this is no big deal,
but to a lot of men this is a
symbolism of manhood.
Finally growing one
marks the shedding the
eyebrow pencil and infinite
mascara. It’s a statement of
arrival, Billy DeeHood.
Now all gone, no more than
shaving on a floor. I felt
like Samson, after being
shaved by Dahlia. It was
like Austin Powers, losing
his "Mojo." The whole
thing has me fuming at the
gills, and the "Clipper
Assassin" has the nerve to
stand back and admire his
work.
Why do stylists and

barbers always think that
they know what's is the best
look for you?? Like they
are wearing it. I bet that
after you leave, they all
stand around, slapping
palms and laughing into
convulsions. If people can
have bad days, and per
formance fails, you know
barbers do. Only. at our
expense. Needless to say,
He got no tip that day.
Now, comes the great
male "I can fix it myself'
phase. So you evoke all
your past bad barber days,
all your homeboy knowl
edge and comprise some
insane way to fix what can
not be fixed. Another fatal
mistake. First thought, "ole
faithful" eye lash mascara.
It’s been so long, I even
forgot which brand to buy,
let alone the embarrass
ment of asking, without
asking what you need it for.
Finally, at home I apply the
product of my redemption.
With magic wand in hand, I
sort my craft. Why do I

punish myself like this???
Thinking I had outwit
ted fate, looking in the mir
ror, I see Groucho Marx in
black face. I wanted to cry.
But if I did, the mascara
would run (I didn't buy
water-proof) It was like I
had some horrible paint by
numbers set on my upper
bps and the only color was
black. And worst off, this
only
exaggerated my
ALREADY full Ups.
It was too late to cancel
the date. And I knew that if
I had canceled, I most likely should forget all other
possibilities of another one.
I'll always look fondly on
that day, for it taught me
that if I am to meet some
one I should present my
self, not a prepped, refined
image, for that is not me.
It’s always best to represent
you, not who you project.
Taken from luvshades
.com
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Study Finds That Blacks Are
Significantly Less Likely to Undergo
Prostate Cancer Screening----------—
BOSTON - Although
black men in the United
States are more likely than
white men to be diagnosed
with advanced prostate
cancer and have a two-fold
greater risk of dying from
it, they are significantly
less likely to be screened
for prostate cancer, accord
ing to a Dana-Farber
Cancer
Institute
and
Brigham and Women’s
Hospital study.
In a study involving
more than 67,000 men age
65 years and older, the
researchers found that
blacks were 35 percent less
likely than whites to under
go prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) testing. The findings
will be published in the
Sept. 27 issue of the “Ar
chives of Internal Medi
cine.”
"The level of racial dis
parity in the use of PSA
■screening is quite unset
tling," says Timothy Gil
ligan, M.D., a genitouri
nary oncologist at DanaFarber and the paper’s lead
author. "While some physi
cians question the effec
tiveness of PSA as a
screening test, there is no
reason its availability
should differ according to a
man’s race. Indeed, be
cause blacks are at higher
risk of dying from prostate
cancer, they stand to bene
fit the most from screen
ing."
Prostate cancer is the
second leading cause of
cancer death in men in the
United States. The Ameri
can Cancer Society esti
mates that nearly 30,000
men will die from the dis
ease this year and that
230,000 cases of prostate
cancer will be diagnosed.
While the prostate cancer
mortality rate for blacks
has declined a httle during
the past decade, it is still
more than double the rate
for other races and ethnici
ties. Prostate cancer also
tends to be detected in
blacks at a younger age and
at a more advanced stage
than in whites.
The researchers’ find
ings were derived from
claims 67,245 New Jersey
residents filed with Medi
care, Medicaid and the
New Jersey Pharmaceutical
Assistance to the Aged and
Disabled program from
1991 through 1996. Men
who were previously diag
nosed with prostate cancer
were excluded from the
study. To overcome the
limitations of previous
studies that looked at racial
disparities, the researchers
accounted for differences
in age, socioeconomic sta
tus, use of health care serv
ices, and presence of other
diseases and medical con
ditions - factors that are
known to impact the use of
primary and preventive
care services.
While the study estab
lished there is a racial dis
parity in prostate cancer
screening use, it did not

identify its causes or its
impact. The researchers
note that potential con
tributing factors could
include racial differences
in access to care and educa
tion levels, patient prefer
ences, and care provider
recommendations.
Gilligan says the racial
disparity they identified in
prostate cancer screening is
illustrative of a greater
problem in the current
health care system. "In

terms of providing primary
care and preventive servic
es, the medical community
has come up short in the
minority communities."
Jerry Avom, M.D., of
Brigham and Women’s, is
the paper’s senior author.
Philip Kantoff, M.D., of
Dana-Farber and Philip
Wang, M.D., DrPH and
Raisa Levin of Brigham
and Women’s are co
authors.
Dana-Farber Cancer

Institute is a principal
teaching affiliate of the
Harvard Medical School
and is among the leading
cancer research and care
centers in the United
States. It is a founding
member of the DanaFarber/Harvard
Cancer
Center (DF/HCC), desig
nated a comprehensive
cancer center by the
National Cancer Institute.
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Reading instruction is a science.We know that
teachers trained in and equipped with sacntificaHy based
instructional techniques can help all children learn to become
strong, independent readers.
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LEGAL ISSUES
Blacks File $100 Million
Lawsuit Against Atlanta
Judges for Civil Rights
Violation--------------------------ATLANTA
(Send2Press Newswire) - On
Monday, Sept. 13, Linda
McKeever Bullard, a free
lance writer, and Robert D.
Bullard, a professor at
Clark Atlanta University,
filed a $100 million law
suit against four Fulton
County, Ga. Superior
Court judges (Doris L.
Downs, Alice D. Bonner,
Alford J. Dempsey, Jr., and
Constance C. Russell)
charging them with dis
crimination and violation
of their constitutional
rights.
This is a civil
rights lawsuit alleging dis
crimination against pro se
plaintiffs-individuals who
choose to exercise their
constitutional right guaran
teed under the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments to
the U.S. Constitution, to
represent themselves-who
bring civil suits in Fulton
County Superior Court.
The Bullards, African
Americans, brought the
action on behalf of them
selves and all other pro se
plaintiffs, most of whom
are African Americans,
who have filed civil law
suits in Fulton County
Superior Court.
This case stems from a
lawsuit in which Mc

Keever Bullard obtained a
judgment in 2004 against
her white neighbor for ille
gally cutting down her
trees while standing on her
property and over her ob
jection. In that suit the de
fendant judges, according
to the allegations, sought
to shield the white neigh
bor and his white land
scaper from any and all lia
bility.
"To see these white
men trespass on my prop
erty, cut down my trees in
front of my very eyes, and
not stop when I demanded
them to stop, made me feel
like a 'nigger' on my own
property," said McKeever
Bullard. "And when I get
to court on an open-andshut case of trespassing, I
was again made to feel the
same, because I chose to
represent myself.
No
judge has the right to make
me a second-class citizen."
Defendant
Fulton

County Superior Court
Judge Doris L. Downs
summarily
dismissed
Robert Bullard's name
from the case, even though
he was not given notice of
a status conference hearing
in May 2002.
"No one contacted me
about a status hearing. I
had a right to be heard at
the status hearing regard
ing property that I have
paid the mortgage on reli
giously since 1994," said
Bullard.
"When Judge
Downs struck through my
name, she denied me my
right to represent myself."
Bullard has served as
an expert witness on
countless civil rights cases
and has written more than
a dozen award-winning
books on the subject. "I
never imagined this night
mare would happen to
me."

SCOTTIE
Bail Bonds
2523 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33711

(787) 383-1110
< Fax (787) 387-6935 j

Lawyer: Rosa Parks Has Dementia

Parks made history in
December 1955, when
she was arrested for
refusing to give her
seat to a White man on
a Montgomery, Ala.
bus
by Christine Phillip
Rosa Parks, the mother
of Civil Rights Movement,
has dementia and should
not be forced to testify in
her lawsuit against the rap
group OutKast, her doctor
told a federal judge.
Her lawyer Gregory
Reed confirmed her mental
impairment. "It comes and
goes," Reed told The Asso
ciated Press, adding that
she is well cared for at her
Detroit home.
Parks, 91, is suing the
group for its 1998 hit song
"Rosa Parks." She claims
that the multi-platinum
group profited on her name
and defamed her in the
song. While the song is
named after Parks, it does
n't mention her by name,

For its part, OutKast has claimed that the song, "Rosa Parks," is protected by the First Amendment
and does not falsely advertise her name.
although a refrain goes,
"Ah-ha, hush that fuss.
Everybody move to the
back of the bus."
The suit also claims
that the group and the re
cord company, BMG, ex
ploited her name for com
mercial purposes.
For its part, OutKast
has claimed that the song,

"Rosa Parks," is protected
by the First Amendment
and does not falsely adver
tise her name. Parks is
requesting that her name be
removed from all future
recordings of the tune.
Lawyers for the de
fense had asked to inter
view Parks to explain her
claims that she suffered

emotional and mental dis
tress because of the song.
They will be able to ques
tion Parks' doctor Joel
Steinberg about her med
ical condition in early
October.
Parks made history in
December 1955, when she
was arrested for refusing to
give her seat to a White

man on a Montgomery,
Ala. bus. Her arrest partial
ly led to a successful boy
cott of the bus company
and played a pivotal role in
the eventual desegregation
of public transportation.
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and keep things perfectly balanced.

Publix.
WHERE

SHOPPING

IS

A

PLEASURE®
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STATE NEWS
Bethune-Cookman College Announces
Centennial Events--------------------------------

Caregiver Told Two Versions of Rilya
Wilson Disappearance———------

DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. - Honoring a legacy of
faith, service and scholar
ship, Bethune-Cookman
College is conducting a
series of activities to com
memorate the Centennial
Celebration.
"College founder Dr.
Mary McLeod-Bethune
was a visionary leader who
overcame the obstacles of
her day to give hope to
generations of learners,"
said Centennial Trustee
Committee Chair, Attorney
Burney Bivens. "We take
this time to celebrate our
rich history and faithful
journey from the past to the
present and future."
As Bethune believed in
the power of community
presence and scholarship,
the series of events pays
tribute to civic participa
tion and social responsibil
ity.
The college will recall
the legacy through speak
ers, panel presentations,
documentary films, com
munity dialogue, and intergenerational collaboratories. Events will include
leaders of the National
Council of Negro Women,
a group founded by Beth
une, The following events
will take place on the cam
pus of Bethune-Cookman
College:
Sept. 30 through Satur
day, Oct. 1 - National

MIAMI (AP) - Long
before welfare workers dis
covered that Rilya Wilson
had been missing for 15
months, her caregiver told
at least six people that the
4-year-old child was in the
care of a friend, newlyreleased court documents
show.’
The caregiver, Geralyn
Graham, told pohce when
Rilya's disappearance was
finally noticed by State
officials that other State
Geralyn Graham sits handcuffed to her walker in a
workers had picked up the
Miami courtroom.
child months before, a
AP photo
story the State denies and
police don't believe.
The charges relate to at least part of one
The realization in April the girl's treatment before Christmas locked in a laun
2002 that a foster child had she vanished.
dry room.
been missing for more than
The documents, copies
Graham's
attorney,
a year before Department of which were obtained by Brian Tannebaum, told the
Lauderdale-based
of Children & Families , the South Florida Sun- Fort
workers knew it triggered Sentinel, show that Miami- newspaper Friday that the
an upheaval in agency Dade Police interviewed child abuse case is a
management and a blue- dozens of witnesses and squeeze tactic by prosecu
ribbon committee review of followed tips from the tors to pressure her into
the state's child-protection Bahamas to British Colum falsely impheating herself
in the girl's disappearance.
system.
bia, trying to find Rilya.
The story Geralyn Gra
Two of Graham's ac Graham is serving a fiveham told friends about the quaintances told pohce she year prison sentence for
girl's absence, that she will confided in them that she fraud and has used 38 abas
ingly let the girl go up to would put Rilya in a dog es.
One of Geralyn Gra
either New York or New cage to prevent her from
Jersey with an unnamed harming her younger sister, ham's friends, Deatra
Coakley, said that when she
friend, was contained in records show;
511 pages of documents
Visitors to Graham's first noticed Rilya missing,
publicly released Sept. 24 house while Rilya was liv Geralyn Graham explained
in a kidnapping and aggra ing there told police they that a “Spanish lady" had
vated child abuse case rarely saw her walking the girl. Coakley told au
brought against Graham around. One said he thorities that when Rilya
last month.
thought the httle girl spent never returned, Geralyn

B-CC President Dr. Trudie Kibbe Reed has said of
Bethune: "She was a visionary leader who overcame
the obstacles of her day to give hope to generations
of learners."
Council of Negro Women,
Inc. National Affiliates
Assembly arid Leadership
Conference Pilgrimage to
the Home of Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune.
• Friday, Oct. 1 Community Forum: Ex
ploring the Legacy... Civic
Participation and Social
Responsibility," Panel fea
turing Dr. Ni'am Akbar.
10:20 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.,
Moore Gymnasium.
• Saturday, Oct. 2 Campus Tours and Visit To
Mary McLeod Bethune
Foundation. 10 a.m. to 2

p.m.
• Sunday, Oct. 3 Community Meeting, 4
p.m., Heyn Memorial
Chapel. Dr. Dorothy L
Height, President Emerita,
National Council of Negro
Women, speaker.
• Sunday, Get, 3 Docufilm and Testimonies:
"Mary McLeod Bethune: A
Centennial Celebration"
produced by Maurice Starr,
7 p.m., Heyn Chapel.
• Monday, Oct, 4 Founder's Day Convoca
tion: "Honoring 100 years
of Leadership," 10 a.m.,

Moore Gymnasium.
The unveiling of the
Mary McLeod Bethune
bronze' statue will not take
place Oct. 2 as previously
scheduled due to damages
at the American Bronze
Foundry in Sanford, the
statue's contractor, which
suffered the loss of its roof
during Hurricane Charley
and water damage during
Hurricane Frances.
A new date for the
unveiling will be an
nounced in the near future.
The entire College calen
dar has been affected by
the hurricanes, with dam
ages to the physical plant
that includes the Mary
McLeod Bethune Perform
ing Arts Center.
Founded in 1904 by
Dr. Bethune, the four-year
liberal arts institution is
anticipating a record en
rollment for its Centennial
year according to President
Dr. Trudie Kibbe Reed.
"Dr. Bethune believed
iri the power of community
and education," Reed said.
"She was a visionary
leader who overcame the
obstacles of her day to give'
hope to generations of
learners."
For additional centen
nial information, please
contact the Bethune-Cook
man College Centennial
Celebration Office at (386)
481-2124.

Williams Ordered to Repay $8.6 Million
to Dolphins-------------------------------------------MIAMI (AP) - Former
Miami Dolphins running
back Ricky Williams was
ordered to repay the team
more than $8.6 million for
breaching his contract
when he suddenly quit
before training camp.
Arbitrator
Richard
Bloch ruled last Friday that
Williams
must repay
$8,616,353 in bonus mon
ey under the contract he
left behind when he
shocked the Dolphins and
their fans with his sudden
retirement. The contract
ran through 2007.
“We are pleased that
Mr. Bloch has confirmed
that
Ricky
Williams
breached his contract with
the Dolphins and is re
quired to repay compensa
tion," NFL senior vice
president/general counsel
Dennis Curran told The

Former Dolphins run
ning back Ricky
Williams
Associated Press.
“This decision is con
sistent with many other
cases that have affirmed the
right of NFL clubs and
players to negotiate com
pensation based on the
player's fulfillment of the
contract," Curran said.
The Dolphins declined
comment, saying they only
discuss players on their

roster.
Williams' agent, Leigh
Steinberg, was out of the
country, his office said. He
didn't immediately return a
phone message left on
Sept. 24.
The Dolphins had filed
a grievance against Will
iams, asking an arbitrator
to uphold their contractual
right to recover the money
paid to him between the
signing bonus and incen
tives. Before the grievance,
the Dolphins mailed a letter
to Williams asking him to
report or pay the money
back
Williams also called
the team, telling them he
would come back if he
received a new contract.
The Dolphins declined that
request.
Williams has given
many reasons why he

called Dolphins coach
Dave Wannstedt days
before workouts were to
begin in July to tell him he
was quitting. In various
newspaper reports, Wil
liams has expressed dis
pleasure with his contract,
an excessive workload and
new offensive coordinator
Chris Foerster.
It was not immediately
known what would happen
if Williams declared bank
ruptcy or decided to return
to the team.
But even if thp 27-yearold Williams wanted to
return, he faces a suspen
sion for the entire 2004
season for violating the
NFL drug policy. He has
acknowledged testing posi
tive for marijuana three
times.

FAMU President Fired
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.

thought we could make a

result that they wanted,"

(AP) - The president of

difference. And I think we

Bishop said.

Florida's historically black

have."
Gainous became presi

feared the decision would

Tuesday after a httle more

dent of the 13,000-student

slow fund-raising efforts, a

than a two-year tenure

university in July 2002. His

faculty member said it was

marked by a dispute over

decision earlier this year to

time for a change.

the school's football pro

delay moving the football

public university was fired

Though Bishop said he

"Sooner or later, you

gram and bookkeeping

program

NCAA

can't continue to say, 'Sorry

problems.
Florida A&M board qf

Division I-A left a badly

I made a mistake,"' said

split board and divided loy

William Tucker, president

trustees voted 9-4 to dis

alties among the school's

of the university's chapter

miss Fred Gainous effec
tive Dec. 31. It provided

alumni.
Gov. Jeb Bush said he

Fred Gainous’ dismissal
is effective Dec. 31

of the United Faculty of

what all agreed was a
meaningless caveat - that

supported the decision to

James Corbin said there

had gone under the bridge

remove Gainous, saying in

would be a national search

for the situation to be sal

he could keep the job if he

a statement: "It is my sin

for a replacement. Trustee

vageable."

wins

cere hope that the interests

Barney Bishop HI, howev

Among other prob

of FAMU's students re

er, called the ouster "a rail

lems, a 2003 review found

main the school's number

road job."
"This

the school's construction

unanimous

board

support by then.
"We knew the job was
dangerous when we took
it," Gainous said. "We

one priority."
Trustees

to

chairman

agenda

was

manipulated to get the

Florida. "Too much water

budget was off by more
than $3 million.

Graham said that her friend
was going to keep and
adopt her.
“Ms. Coakley (said)
that in the following
months Geralyn Graham
claimed she spoke periodi
cally with the Spanish lady
arid that she and Rilya were
fine," according to a police
report.
When Coakley saw
news reports about Rilya,
she said she called Geralyn
Graham, who explained
that the “Spanish lady" had
returned Rilya before the
person claiming to be from
DCF picked her up, accord
ing to court documents.
During the summer of
2002, Coakley agreed to
carry a hidden tape re
corder when she talked
with Geralyn Graham,
records show. During one
conversation when Coakley
pressed Geralyn Graham
on what she should tell
police, Coakley alleges
Geralyn Graham handed
her a note.
“Geralyn wrote that
Deatra should always tell
authorities that Geralyn
took good care of Rilya," a
pohce report states. “She
also wrote that Deatra
Coakley should not say
anything about the dog
cage and that the house is
'bugged.'"
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NATIONAL NEWS
Fears
from front page
paying black youths $75 to
stand on street comers with
signs discouragblacks from
voting, and flyers were dis
tributed
in
African
American
communities
telling voters they could
vote on Tuesday, Dec. 10,
three days after the Senate
runoff election was held. In
South Dakota, American
Indians were turned away
during a recent special
election because they did
not have photo-IDs.
"A lot is at stake in this
election, and we do not
want a repeat of four years
ago, when thousands of
people in Florida, and mil
lions of people around the
country, were denied their
rights to vote," said U.S.
Rep. Eddie Bemice John
son (D-Texas), who spear
headed an effort in Con
gress to get the United
Nations to deploy ob
servers across the country
to "ensure free and fair
elections."
Former President Jimmy Carter, speaking in a
Washington Post editorial
Monday, said that "some
basic international require
ments for a fair election are
missing in Florida," in
cluding uniformed proce
dures for all citizens. He
noted that in 2000, the
votes of thousands of
African Americans were
thrown out on technicali
ties, and cited recent
attempts "to disqualify
22,000 African Americans
(likely Democrats), but
only 61 Hispanics (likely
Republicans) as alleged
felons."
"The disturbing fact is
that a repetition of the
problems of 2000 now
seems likely," he said.
The election monitor-

ing group, Votewatch2004,
calculates that up to 6 mil
lion voters nationwide were
disenfranchised in 2000
because of faulty machines,
intimidation,
confusing
information,
partisan
efforts, confusing ballots,
legal barriers, registration
mix-ups and absentee-bal
lot problems.
The
PFAW/NAACP
study , "The Long Shadow
of Jim Crow: Voter In
timidation and Suppression
in America Today," notes
that
while repression
efforts are not limited to a
single party, Republican
efforts predominate, and
the tactics have become
"more subtle and subter
ranean."
It is the efforts to ex
pose those subterranean
tactics that prompted John
son and others to contact
Secretary of State Colin
Powell. Powell, in turn, has
invited the 55-nation Or
ganization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) to monitor the
upcoming elections.
But that foreign inter
vention will not happen if
some Republicans get their
way. U.S. Rep. Ron Paul
(R-Tex.) is one of those
who wants the invitation
rescinded. "We should be
wary about organizations
like the OSCE, that seek to
involve themselves in our
electoral process," says
Paul. The American Policy
Center, a conservative
group, calls the scrutiny
"frightening" and "an abso
lute threat" to America’s
independence and sover
eignty.
In addition to the
OSCE, the San Franciscobased Global Exchange has
invited 20 independent
"democracy experts" from
15 countries and five conti
nents. They have fixed their
gaze on Florida, Georgia,

Arizona, Missouri and
Ohio, and are on the look
out for repression of minor
ity voters.
Florida was selected
because it is ground-zero
when it comes to statesponsored suppression, ac
tivists say. Georgia was
picked because it is one of
two states where voters will
use only touch-screen vot
ing machines; Arizona
because elections there are
publicly financed; Missouri
because of extensive re
ports of Republican efforts
to suppress the black vote
in 2000, and Ohio because
it lends a heavy hand in
determining who goes to
the White House.
The Justice Depart
ment also is joining the
monitoring bandwagon.
Sheldon Bradshaw, a law
yer with the Justice Depart
ment, says that his office
will send hundreds of
observers to polling places
in the "most extensive mon
itoring of an election in
recent history."
Reasons for scrutiny
abound. Bradshaw said last
week that his department is
investigating charges that
Florida law enforcement
officers intimidated elderly
Black voters in Orlando’s
mayoral election in March.
Civil rights groups
charged that the„ agents'
presence and posturing,
including the way they dis
played their guns, intimi
dated the minority voters
they visited to question. As
a result, six Democratic
members of Congress
signed letters demanding
that Attorney General John
Ashcroft investigate the
claim.
U.S. Rep. John Con
yers (D-Mich.) is one of the
lawmakers who signed the
letter. "There has been the
unfortunate appearance of a
nationwide effort to sup-

press the African American
vote, including in my home
state of Michigan, where
earlier this year, John
Pappageorge, a Republican
state representative, said
that the Republican Party
would ‘do poorly if they
failed to suppress the
Detroit vote,’" Conyers
told BET.com. "While Mr.
Pappageorge immediately
apologized for his state
ment, the mindset it reflects
is nonetheless troubling."
Conyers also points to
the 2000 elections in Balti
more, where he said voters
were told they couldn't vote
if they did not pay parking
tickets, and in Kentucky,
where Republicans were
asked to challenge the
Black vote.
"I find these methods
of voter suppression outra
geous and deeply troubling,
as they echo the darkest
days of our struggle for
voting
rights," . said
Conyers. "This year, more
than ever, it is critical that
anyone who has a concern
about these tactics take
immediate action to stop it
before it happens."
People for the Ameri
can Way says it will send
volunteers to 17 states on
Election Day. Elliot Mincberg, the group’s legal di
rector, says, "Robbing vot
ers of their right to vote and
not to have their vote
counted undermines the
fundamentals of our demo
cratic society."
The Election Prote
ction Coalition, a coalition
of civil rights and civic
organizations, has set up a
number 1-800-OUR-VOTE
to offer help to voters who
may experience unfair
treatment at the polls.

PBS GOes Live With ‘Tavis Smiley’ for
Debate COverage----------------------------PBS is going live with

election of my lifetime,"

cultural trendsetters since it

"Tavis Smiley" to give

debuted on PBS last Jan

the People initiative, which
reaches out to Americans

immediate analysis after

stated Smiley. "Clearly, so
many other Americans

uary. Among the list are

on-air, online, in schools

the first Presidential debate

agree. I look forward to the

John Kerry, Colin Powell,

and in community nation

Sept. 30 from 11-11:30

chance to immediately dis

Bill Clinton, Bill Frist,

wide. Its goal is to provide

p.m. Set to join Smiley in a

sect, dialogue and dig a lit

Barbara Boxer, Newt Ging

in-depth analysis and news

roundtable discussion are

tle deeper about what was

rich, Tom Daschle, John

that can create more in

John Dean (former White

said and not said during the

McCain,

Pelosi,

formed, aware, enlightened

House counsel), John Rid

debate, with an ideological

Howard Dean and Chris

and prepared voters. A

ley (NPR political com-

ly balanced and multi-cul

tine Todd Whitman, plus

comprehensive

mentator/screenwriter),

tural panel of experts."

many others.

featuring program content

Nancy

from companion program

broadcast from both Demo

coverage is made possible

sites supplements PBS' By

strategist), plus one other

cratic and Republican na

by a grant from the Cor

the People initiative at

guest to be announced

tional conventions. The

poration for Public Broad

www.pbs.org/bythepeople.

shortly.
"This is, without ques

program has been a popular

casting. Tavis Smiley elec

For more information, visit

destination for both politi

tion coverage is incorporat

www.pbs.org/tavissmiley.

tion, the most important

cal leaders in addition to

ed into PBS's extensive By

"Tavis

Smiley"

had

This

special

Footprints of civil rights leaders embedded in granite

Included in the memorial is civil rights activist Julian
Bond, pictured here at a peace rally in New York
City, 1966.
AP/Wide World Photos

ATLANTA - The new
International Civil Rights
Walk of Fame was recently
unveiled in Atlanta, Ga.
with the footprints of sev
enteen civil rights leaders
embedded in granite and
placed into the sidewalks at
the Martin Luther King, Jr.,
National Historic site. In
cluded in this historic trib
ute to their legacy were:
Juanita J. Abernathy; Ralph
David Abernathy, Sr.; Ivan
Allen, Jr.; Julian Bond;
Jimmy Carter, 39th Presi
dent of the United States;
Medgar Evers; Dorothy
Height; Jesse L. Jackson,
Sr.; Frank M. Johnson;
Lyndon Baines Johnson,
36th President of the Unit
ed States; John Lewis; Eve
lyn G. Lowery; Joseph E.
Lowery; Thurgood Mar
shall; Rosa Parks; Hosea
Williams and Andrew
Young.
Hundreds of visitors
turned out to capture the
spirit of the moment by
standing in the footprints of
the honorees. "It was a very
emotional moment to stand
in Justice Thurgood Mar
shall’s footsteps, said
Judge Clarence Cooper
who was asked to represent
the Marshall family at the
event, "I am honored to be
asked to represent this bold
and courageous adjudicator

- but not for his contribu
tion, I would not be who I
am today."
The International Civil
Rights Walk of Fame was
created to pay homage to
the brave warriors of jus
tice who sacrificed and
struggled to make equality
a reality for all and is ex
pected to enhance the his
toric value of the area, en
rich cultural heritage and
augment tourist attractions.
The shoes used to create
the footsteps were also on
display during the unveil
ing program.
The "Walk of Fame" is
the brain child of Xemona
Clayton, creator and execu
tive producer of the re
nowned Trumpet Awards
and a civil rights "shero" in
her . own right. Clayton
says, "This will be a lasting
memorial to those whose
contributions were testa
ments to the fact that
human progress is neither
automatic nor inevitable.
We want children to come
here stand in the footprints
of these men and women
and recognize that they can
accomplish their dreams
because these brilliant and
admirable
individuals
paved the way for them."
Nicole Covert, grand
daughter of President Lyn
don Baines Johnson, upon

___

Another influential figure, the late Thurgood
Marshall, will be honored as well. Here, George E.C.
Hayes, Thurgood Marshall and James Nabrit con
gratulate each other following the Supreme Court
decision declaring segregation unconstitutional.
Copyprint, 1954. New York World-Telegram and Sun Photograph
Collection, Courtesy of AP/Wide World Photos. The African
Anierican Odyssey, Library of Congress

"Woman Fingerprinted. Mrs. Rosa Parks, Negro
Seamstress, Whose Refusal to Move to the Back of a
Bus Touched Off the Bus Boycott in Montgomery,
Alabama."
1956. Associated Press photo. New York World-Telegram & Sun
Collection, Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress

her visit to the Walk of
Fame stated, "It is an honor
for me to represent my
grandfather... As he said in
his last public speech
weeks before he died, ‘let
no one delude himself that
our work is done. . . if our
will is strong, if our hearts
are right, and if courage
remains our constant com
panion, then, my fellow
Americans, I am confident
we shall overcome.’ I be
lieve, as my grandfather
did, that with this commit
ment to civil rights we will
overcome. "
These civil rights gi
ants represent the first
phase of the Walk of Fame.
There are 600 spaces desig
nated for future placements

of worthy footsteps. In
moving the project for
ward,
Clayton noted,
"Plans are under way to
finalize a committee who
will set forth selection cri
teria to identify individuals
who have made major con
tributions to civil rights and
might be added to the Walk
of Fame. The individuals in
the first phase of our Walk
of Fame represent the tip of
the iceberg; and we are
looking forward to building
a monument to the civil
struggle that depicts every
step taken toward the goal
of justice and the tireless
exertions and passionate
concern of these dedicated
individuals."

“Question everything. Every stripe, every star, every word
spoken. Everything.”

- author Ernest J. Gaines

website

debate

Leslie Sanchez (former
Bush advisor/Republican

International Civil Rights Walk of Fame
Opens in Atlanta at King Historical
Site--------------------------------------- ------------------

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNS

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,

3V DESIGN ™

ESSENTIALS’”

G\rla's Hair Affair
321-6802
Today's HAlR
323-9445
Angela's HAlR Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair DESlGN
447-3090

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

WAVE.1

Total Perfection
321-5545
L'orkel's Hair Design
327-3354
Robert's Hair Salon
866-7070

Za-Lavar's
321-1930
Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074
A Precious Touch
321- 8146
Meme's BeautY
322- 1712

luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I’m doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Powell Says Situation in Iraq ‘Getting
Worse’------------------------------------------------by Laura Meckler

can become stable," he

Associated Press Writer

said.

WASHINGTON (AP)

Including the Group of

- Secretary of State Colin

Eight economic powers,

Powell sees the situation in

Powell said, “adds a little

Iraq “getting worse" as
planned

U.N. Rushes More Peacekeepers to
Haiti-------------------------------------------------

elections

bit more oomph to the con

ap

ference"

proach, and the top U.S.

and brings

in

nations that could con

military commander for

tribute “more in the way of

Iraq says he expects more

resources."
U.S. officials

violence ahead.

have

Their comments last

expressed conflicting opin

Sunday followed a week in
which President Bush and

ions about whether security
will enable all Iraqis to

Iraqi Prime Minister Ayad

vote in January.

Allawi spoke optimistically

Deputy Secretary of

Secretary of State Colin Powell

about the situation despite
the beheadings of two mbre
Americans and the deaths

State Richard Armitage
pointed," he said on NBC's

Powell offered a road

that the elections must be

Abizaid compared the

map to the coming offen

held throughout the coun

situation in Iraq to the dis

sive. He said the military

try, including areas gripped

puted

presidential

likely will tackle the Sunni

by violence. But Defense

election in 2000 that put

Triangle cities of Ramadi

Secretary

George W. Bush in the

and Samarra before at

Rumsfeld said that if insur

White House following a

tempting to restore order in

gents prevent Iraqis from

protracted Florida ballot

nearby Fallujah, which he

voting in some areas, a par

called "the tough one."

tial vote would be better

“Meet the Press."

of dozens of people in car
bombings.
In its latest report, the
military said four Marines
died in separate incidents
on Sept 24, adding to a toll
that has topped 1,000 since
ihe U.S.-led invasion.
Powell said the insur
gency is only becoming
mbre violent as planned
January elections near.
“It's getting worse," he
said

on

ABC's

“This

tion. They do not want the
Iraqi people to vote for
their own leaders in a free,
democratic election."

“I don't think Iraq will have

troops in the Middle East,
warned that voting may not
be possible in parts of Iraq
where the violence is too

H.

than none at all.
Asked about Rums
feld's comments, Powell

own election four years

repeated the State Depart

Edition."
I

ment's assertion that all

think, are more manage

Iraqis must have the chance

The goal in Iraq is to

able," he added. “Ramadi

to vote if the election is to b

have successful voting in

and Samarra, I think we’ll

“You know, there will

the “vast majority of the

get those back under con

be polling stations that

country," said Abizaid, who

trol, and then we'll have to

are”There will be insur

deal with Fallujah"

gents who will still be out

ago,

it

wasn't

perfect

either," he said.

leads

the

U.S.

Central

Command.
“We're going to have to

“The

other

ones,

Powell said planning is
under way for an Iraqi con

there who will try to keep
people from voting."

fight our way all the way
through elections," he said,

next

“But I think what we

month in Jordan or Egypt,

have to keep shooting for

“and there'll be a lot qf vio

of the

ference,

possibly

leading

and what is achievable is to

lence between now and

industrialized nations and

give everybody the oppor

then."

regional powers, including

tunity to vote in the upcom

Iran and Syria.

ing election, to make the

intense.

Abizaid spoke of a

“I don't think we'll ever
achieve perfection and

“We don't like the situ-

Donald

a perfect election. And if I . ation in Fallujah," Powell
recall, looking back at our said on CNN's “Late

Army Gen. John Abizaid, commander of U.'S.

U.S.

fight that ended up in the S

Week." “They are deter-,
mined to disrupt the elec

told Congress on Friday

control."

world's

election fully credible, and

major offensive before the

“This was a way to

election, with U-S. and

reach out to Iraq's immedi

something that will stand

when we look for . perfec

Iraqi forces doing “whatev-

ate neighbors and persuade

the test of the international

tion in a combat zone we're

er's

necessary to bring

them that this is the time to

community's examination."

going to be sadly disap-

areas in Iraq under Iraqi

help Iraq, so that the region

GONAIVES,
Haiti
(AP) - The United Nations
rushed hundreds more
peacekeepers to storm-rav
aged Gonaives to stem loot
ing, while hundreds of
weary Haitians lined up for
food
before
daybreak
Monday after spending a
miserable night in the rain
from
Tropical
Storm
Jeanne.
The Brazilian general
in charge of the U.N. force
criticized the slow pace of
relief that is compounding
the suffering of traumatized
survivors. At least 1,500
were killed and some
200,000 are homeless in
Gonaives.
"The situation remains
critical," Gen. Augusto He
leno Ribeiro Pereira said in
an interview with the offi
cial Agenda Brasil. Uru
guayan troops were guard
ing roads into town to keep
looters from stealing food.
He said many people
were suffering from diar
rhea while others, many bf
them children, were con
tracting gangrene. Amputa
tions were being performed
under horrendous condi
tions, he said. Most injuries
being treated are gashes
from collapsing roofs or
pieces of zinc roof hidden
by the mud that still covers
the city, where most sur
vivors walk barefooted.
At a school where Ar
gentine Army doctors have
set up a makeshift hospital,
patients howled their an
guish last Sunday - women
giving birth, children hob
bling ph feet oozing pus and
a man whose leg was being
amputated, apparently with
out anesthetic.
Anne Poulsen of the
U.N. World Food Program
said relief agencies were
working around the clock

A U.M. officer tries to maintain order as residents wait
for food distribution in Gonaives, Haiti.
AP photo

trying to get food to victims
- even using donkeys.
When trucks carrying 8
tons of food from CapHaitien - fhe port to the
north - were blocked by
mudslides, "we unloaded
the food from trucks and
put it on to donkeys and
mules to reach localities ...
where people had not eaten

huddled, on the wall of her
home covered by a tarpaulin
as lightning bolts lit the sky
over the blacked-out city
and it rained again, turning
to sludge the foot of water
and mud she has been try
ing to shovel out of her
home for two days.
"Eyery time we try to
get our lives back, it keeps

for a week" since the
storm's passage, Poulsen
said.
WFP and CARE filternational distributed 120
tons of food in the past three
days - enough to feed
48,000 families for one day,
she said.
The director bf the
WFP Haiti operation, Guy
Gavreau, said floods from
Jeanne destroyed the rice
and fruit harvest in the
Artibonite; Haiti's bread
basket, "so now the country
can't even feed itself with
out outside help."
Outside three food dis
tributions centers, scores bf
people gathered hours
before aid workers were to
arrive, in hopes they would
be the first to get food.
Market vendor Reine
Francois, 46, spent the night

raining," she said.
Thousands spent the
rainy night on sidewalks
and rooftops of flooded
homes.
Interim Prime Minister
Gerard Latortue said the
government was drawing up
plans to evacuate some of
the 300,000 left homeless in
Haiti's northwest province
to a massive tent camp.
Some victims, fearing the
spread of disease,-said they
would abandon the city,
Haiti's third-largest with
250,000 residents.
Last Saturday, Latortue
said the storm killed at least
1,500 people.
Last Sunday, the civil
defense agency's Abel Na
zaire said more bodies were
recovered from debris in
Gonaives, raising the num
ber bf corpses found to

1,330. Another 2,601 peo
ple were injured, and 1,056
are missing.
Nazaire acknowledged
many of the missing can be
presumed dead - washed
out to sea or under the rub
ble of collapsed homes in
areas still inaccessible.
Some 300,000 people
are homeless from the
storm, including about
200,000 in Gonaives, he
said.
Planeloads bf aid have
arrived in Port-au-Prince,
the capital, but getting it to
Gohaives is a nine-hour
nightmare drive with the
final leg of the route cov
ered by a 4-foot-deep lake
of mud tittered with mired
aid trucks.
A truck that managed to
get through Sunday morn
ing was looted by desperate
residents. They threw out
packets of water, sending
children in the streets dodg
ing other aid trucks to grab
the precious loot.
Argentine
soldiers
finally
shoved
people
screaming, "We're hungry!"
back from the truck.
Poulsen confirmed that
a convoy bf trucks carrying
government relief supplies
was held up last Saturday
on the outskirts of Gonaives
by men armed with guns
and machetes.
- Aid workers say street
gangs that long have held
sway in the city are mob
bing relief workers and
stealing aid.
About 100 Uruguayan
soldiers and 50 Argentine
troops arrived last Sunday
to reinforce about 600 U.N.
peacekeepers in Gonaives.
They remained on the out
skirts last Monday, guard
ing the road.

OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

CHAVERS,
VICTOR
MARCEL “VITO,” 21, died
September 18, 2004. Survivors
include his mother, Lillie Pearl
Chavers, St. Petersburg; two
brothers, Michael (Meka)
Chavers and'Tyrone Chavers,
both of St. Petersburg; one
uncle, Themia Chavers, St.
Petersburg; his companion,
Aisha Lawson, St. Petersburg;
two nieces, Nalya and Maelynn
Chavers; and several cousins
ahd friehds. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
FOREHAND, MILDRED
B., 82, died September 18,
2004. Survivors include five
sons, Calvin J. Forehand, Jr. St.
Petersburg, Douglas (Debra)
Forehand, Chicago, Dr. Will

Otis Forehand, Detroit, Ill.,
Ray (Katemia) Forehand, St.
Petersburg, Alvin Forehand,
San Diego, Cal., and' Vernal
(Y’Von) Forehand, Detroit,
Mich.; one daughter, Arletha
Forehand
Chapman,
St.
Petersburg; 20 grandchildren;
23 great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren; and
several nieces, nephews,
cousins and friends. McRae
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

Survivors include five sons,
James (Cheryl) Johnson, Jr.
Andrew (Donna) Johnson,
Lonnie (Debra) Johnson,
Walter (Evelyn) Johnson and
Leroy (Jena) Johnson, all of St.
Petersburg; two daughters,
Mary Alice. (R.C., Jr.) Parris
and Linda Johnson, both of St.
Petersburg; one brother, Walter
(Theresa) King, St. Petersburg;
four sisters, Mary Johnson,
Johnnie Mae Newson, Betty
Jean Walters and Evelyn (Rev.
Moses) Brummadge, all of
Cochran, Ga.; 27 grandchil
dren; 27 great grandchildren;
and several nieces, nephews,

other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

Thomas Williams; four nieces,
Emma Williams, Betty Jones,
Sadie Oliver and Janet
Williams; and several great
nieces, great nephews and
friends. Smith Funeral Home,
St Petersburg.

Leaks, Rickey (Debra) Leaks
and Joseph L. Johnson, all of
St. Petersburg; four grandchil
dren; nine step grandchildren;
four aunts; four cousins; one
uncle, Ulyses “Buddy” Walker,
Detroit, Mich.; and several
friends. McRae Funeral Home,

St. Petersburg.

PRAYER
HELPS

"It's all taken care of"
WALKER, JESSIE MAE,
86, died September 17, 2004.
Survivors
include
two
nephews, Tyrone Wright and

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours’
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

JOHNSON, ALICE MAE,
70, died September 20, 2004.

WALKER, LEROY J.,
JR., 62, died September 16,
2004. Survivors include his
mother, Queen Powell, St.
Petersburg; one daughter,
Jacqueline V. (Joel) Slater,
Woodstock, Ga.; four stepsons,
Jerry L Newkirk, David C.

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and Won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
"O

give

thanks

unto

the Lord, for He is good:
for

His

mercy

endureth

more of the Word of God
together.

• Make plans to join
us for our "Florida An
nual Conference" to be

The Holy Presence in
Holy Communion at
Philadelphia--------------

Bayshore Christian School
Hosts Belinda Womack for a
Benefit Concert----------------------

Our
contemporary
worship service is at 11

held Monday, Oct. 25

Greetings in the name

a.m. Join us as we lift high

through Friday, Oct. 29.

Tickets for the concert

of our Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ. Pastor Clar

the name of Jesus in song.
The Inspirational Choir

All of the churches in the

will be available during

Tampa-Florida Confer

the months of September

bers should begin to exam

ence A. Williams and the

ence

coming

and October at the school

together at the St. Peters

the holiness of this New

ine themselves. The past

Mt. Zion Church family

will provide ministry in
song throughout the day.

delphia on Sunday. The
church family will focus on

office located at 3909 S.

cordially invite you to at

Ministry of the Word will

burg Coliseum to end

Testament church ordi

MacDill Ave., Tampa.

tend worship services with

be preached by Pastor

another year. When we

The school hopes to

nance through proclama
tion on “gratitude” of

directions of paths of humcanes which did riot direct
ly affect the city of St.

forever."

(Psalm 107:1)

will

be

of

cane’s fury. Members are

Holy Communion will be
observed at New Phila

urged to be present and On

The

Teacher League (PTL).

celebration

time.
Church family mem

us at 919 - 20th St. S. this

Williams, and Holy Com

unite in one place, in one

attract 200 patrons to the

munion will be served at

benefit concert. Ad spots

both services. Come and be

pastor will offer a sermon

thing to be taken for grant

We also invite you to all

sp
..what a time, what
a rime, what a time!

Christian believers. The

Petersburg were not some

first Sunday in October.

in the evening’s program

blessed as we feast on the
word of God!

ic challenge at mid-morn

ed. Mid-morning worship

our services in the upcom
ing week.

will be available..

Other ministries in
clude:

on a

ori Sunday provides an
“avenue” to individually

Our early morning ser

ing worship.
An emphasis

event will benefit school

believer’s “attitude-of-gra-

and collectively express

programs that enrich the

gratitude to God! Plan now

vice begins at 7:30 a.m.

Looking for a church
home? We extend an invita

Proceeds

tion to you to join us. We as
a church share the love of

from

the

Bible

God, and the Holy Spirit

students’ learning environ

to be in church for early

ment

• Wednesday - Early

reigns. We’d love to have
you!

titude” will be proclaimed.
The purpose of the sermon
is for believers to corpo

morning Wisdom School

minds for worship.

morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;

rately express to God their

on Sunday and mid-week

Thought for the week:

For more information

Our Church School
commences at 9:30 a.m.

Vintage Bible Study, 11

thanksgiving and thankful

Bible Study on Wednes

"God is so faithful, how

about “An Evening of

ness for having again been

day!

about you?"

Elegance

We encourage you to join

a.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6
p.m.;

spared the wrath of a hum-

us as we collectively leam

Upcoming events:

with praise and thanksgiv
ing filling the sanctuary as
we prepare our hearts and

•

Monday

-

Study, 6 p.m.

Jesus-filled week!

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church------------------------------- -----Bethel

Bayshore
Christian
School will host Belinda

16 at their gymnasium for
a benefit concert spon-

Womack On Saturday, Oct.

sored

on Sunday, Sunday School

Oct. 23 from 9 a.m. to 1

Baptist Church extends an

at 9:30 a.m. and 'prayer

p.m. Bemice Milton of

invitation to join us in the

meeting and Bible study on

Jacobs, Fla. will be the

celebration, cultivation and

Wednesday at 6:30 and 7

facilitator. All area church

sionary Baptist

communication
Word.

p.m. respectively.

es are encouraged to join us

The Ushers Ministry is

in this annual event. You

preparing for its annual

may call the church office

workshop

for additional information.

His

Our doors are open for
both 8 and 11 a.m. services

on

Saturday,

Faith-Based Agency Provides
Life Skills and Employment
Training for Ex-Offenders ——

Parent

4297.

"We can’t without God,
ahd God won’t without us."

Prayer Band - Thurs
day at 11 a.m.

and death.
This event will take
p.m. at New Hope Mis
sionary Baptist Church,

We also invite you to all

We wish all to have

to worship with us on

We Fall Down, But We Get

2120 - 19th St. S. This

other church-related func

had a safe past weekend

Sunday.

Up," written and directed

event is free!

tions during the week.

Join us for a spiritfilled Sunday School that

by Larry Bryant.

begins at 9 a.m. Parents -

"Kesha,"

bring your children and
yourselves. Let’s study the
Word together!
Weekly events:

high school student grow

For further informa

The first church ser

tion, call the church office

vice commences at 7:45

upon you and yours as we

(727) 896-5228.

a.m. with the deacons in

go through these trying

ing up on the southside
streets of St. Petersburg.
We will follow Kesha as
she approaches a breaking

• "Men Who Cook'"
Sunday, Oct. 10 immedi
ately following morning
worship.
Contact the
church office for further

charge of devotion and the
Voices of Friendship wor

times. They occur to make
us strong in the LORD!
Seek GOD first!!;!!!
Never doubt He wiU work
it out.

point in her life where she

details.

the gospel of Jesus Christ.

This is the story of
a

17-year-old

Program will begin provid

to provide training that will

needs a job and the confi

ing life skills and employ

help them deal with the

dence building it takes to

ment training to those who

spiritual, emotional, and

make a change for the bet

are ex-offenders and find it

legal handicaps that many

ter." Nesbitt said.

hard re-entering the work
force.

face on a daily basis. It is

The next class is sched

imperative that the faithbased community get

uled to begin Oct. 11-15
and will be held at the

(AP) - The state's largest

involved

Neighborhood

Housing

church is launching an

Church in Jefferson County

He said the church
plans to continue the ad
campaign beyond the elec

Prayer Meeting/Bible
Study - Tuesday at 6:30
p.m.

has to decide between life

State’s Largest Church to Run
Ads Before vote on Gay
Marriage ———---------------------------LOUISVILLE,

Ky.

stitutional amendment to

of Kentucky will vote over

ban same-sex marriages..

whelmingly in favor of

Southeast

Christian

Services Building located

ment fpr ex-offenders re

opportunities that restores
this population and others

advertising campaign pro

at 1600 Dr. Martin Luther

plans to run display ads in

entering society. Recidi

in need to a place of self

King Jr. St. S. Enrollment

claiming the union bf bne
man and one woman as

vism is often the result of

sustenance."

is limited so those interest

“God's plan for marriage."

and on the sides of buses. It

ployment. The Life Skills

Employment Training Pro

6302 or (727) 536-2273 to

and Employment Training

gram also work with others

pre-register.

Program hopes to reverse

who are experiencing set

this trend.

backs while trying to enter
or re-enter employment.
"We reach out to those

"Our goal is to restruc
ture the traditional role of

ed must caU (727) 321-

newspapers, oh billboards

protecting marriage."

shipping in song. First
Sunday ushers will serve.
Pastor Evans will proclaim

10th Street Church of
God Pastoral
Anniversary--------------Behold how good and

of Mt. Calvary Missionary

pleasant it is for brethren to
dwell together in unity!

Baptist Church wiU be i:
charge.

The officers and mem
bers of the 10th Street
C.O.G.

ask

for

your

prayers and presence as we
recognize and celebrate the

as

also is starting to run com

tion season as part of a
larger effort to respond to

Kentucky Voters prepare to
decide on a proposed con-

mercials on radio and tele

high divorce rates and

4th anniversary of our
under-shepherd and his

vision

other family problems.

family.

The

ads

come

stations

and

at

movie theaters.

• Friday, Oct. 15 - 7:1:

sent the biblical truth of
marriage to bur community

A spokeswoman for
the group NO on the

a dynamic young man of
God who preaches and

the congregation of Won
of Life FeUowship.

teaches, “thus saith the

should reject the proposal

Lord.” We request your

Ann Nesbitt, program man

have lost jobs and are

definition of marriage is

to change the constitution.

prayers and presence dur

ager. "We find that this

recently unemployed, those

under attack," said Bob

The Rev. Brenda Bar-

population is often most

who have never worked,
senior citizens who need

Russell, the church's senior

tella Peterson said the

minister.

Bible speaks bf the “radical

The ads do not mention

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

1-800-282-8020 OR 727-526-9086
FAX: 727-522-5548

and their congregation
will be in charge.
p.m., Dr. Ellis Hodge am

time when the traditional

Local and Long Distance Charters
Airport Transfers
Convention and Airport Shuttles
School Events / Field Trips
Senior Group Events
Church Group Events
Fraternal Events
Business Trips / Corporate Charters
Government Functions
Sporting Events
Shopping Trips
Casino Trips
Family Reunions
Military Reunions
Travel Agencies

Stree

to have Pastor Ronald Bell,

homelessness, those who

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR:

Tenth

C.O.G. and Rev. Sila
Oliver, Providence C.O.G

paign cost about $150,000.

Amendment said voters

Trust
in the Lord
with all thine
heart and lean
not unto thine
own under
standing.

McCloud,

“Our goal is to repre

that affirms marriage at a

vulnerable to discriminate

7:15 p.m., from Lakeland
Fla., the Rev. Arthu

We have been blessed

experiencing

are

Thursday, Oct. 14

Russell said the cam

service provider to one of
mentor and coach," said jo

who

superintendent in charge.

during the storm. We pray
God’s richest blessings

will help

The Life Skills and

will start at 9:30 a.m. with
the assistant and or the

• It is back by popular

self-confidence. We want

not finding suitable em

Church Sunday School

demand - "Southside Story,

Training

rate in permanent employ

Baptist Church cordially
invite you to attend church

held at 10:30 a.m.
Come and be blessed!

Church

Employment

creating

Missionary

family invites each of you

re-enter the work-force. We

with

Friendship

A second service will be

services at 3300 - 31st St.
S. located in St. Petersburg.

employers leading to low

there is a 12% placement

Pastor John A. Evans,
Sr. the first family and

place Saturday, Oct, 2 at 7

pa Bay Life Skills and

anyone whoj

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church —

Upcoming events:

The New Hope Mis

the necessary soft skills to

Statistics show that

from

the

Womack,” call (813) 839-

would-be

Somebody Cares Tam

actions

by

with Belinda

New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church------------------------------- --------

Metropolitan

of

Bayshore

Christian School.

Belinda Womack

Be blessed, and have a

at

equality of all God's chil

the upcoming constitution
al vote, which would ban

dren,"

which

she

said

ing the week of services.
Celebration

services

a.m., Worship service man
ager is Rev. Renee Evans

• Sunday, Oct. 10-4

Florida State Associatioi

L.

president and pastor of thi

should extend to gays and

Connelly and the congre

civil unions and bolster
state law defining marriage

lesbians. Peterson said her

gation of New Bethel

Treasure City Church o
God.

group is relying on one-on-

A.M.E. Church, Orlando,

• Sunday, Oct. 17 - -

as being between a man

one campaigning by volun

will be in charge of the

p.m., Rev. Thomas Scot

and a woman.

teers rather than advertis

services.

and the members of 34tl

However, Russell said,
“We hope that the people

ing campaigns.

Pastor David

First Lady’s Appreciatioi
(T.B.A.).
Sunday, Oct. 17-1

are as follows:
p.m.,

• Saturday, Oct. 16

• Wednesday, Oct. 13 7:15 p.m., the Rev. Robert

St: C.O.G., Tampa will bi
in charge of the service.

Peek and the congregation
Today I peed to be still apd let God love ipe. God’s love is ipy strepgth, God’s love is
ipy protectiop. God’s love is ipy light ip the ipidst of apy darkpess. God’s love is the
fulfillipept of every hupger, every thirst. God’s love is ipy source apd ipy supply.
God’s love, ever presept, is the oply thipg I peed, wapt or seek today, for ip the presepee of God’s love, all is well ip ipy life apd ip ipy soul. Today I peed to be still apd
let God love ipe. As I speak these words, as I thipk these words, they take op the
presepce of the Holy Spirit to becoipe the circuipstapces of this day ip ipy life.
Let it be so! Apd so it is!
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Pope Denounces
‘Inbalance’ Between
World’s Rich and Poor

J°e Pace Joins Worship Leader Magazine’s
Editorial Board---------- ------Renaissance Man" Celebrates Album and Book Releases

NASHVILLE, Tenn. Integrity Gospel recording
artist Joe Pace recently
became the newest member
of Worship Leader .maga
zine’s editorial board. The
director and CEO of the
Grammy nominated and
Stellar
Award-winning
Colorado Mass Choir, Pace
has earned his reputation as
bne of the top worship
leaders in the nation.
A respected ordained
minister and a recognized
authority on worship mu
sic,, Pace will be contribut
ing content to the magazine
on a regular basis. In addi
tion to his new duties with
the magazine, Pace is also
anticipating a busy fall
schedule which will in
clude promotional radio
and retail visits to key mar
kets to promote his new
album, joe Pace Presents Sunday Morning Service,

Joe Pace
as well as his new book,
“From Performance to
Praise - Moving Music
Ministry to the Next
Level,” from Serenity Pub
lishing & Communications,
Inc.
Pace’s
recently-re

leased new project, Joe
Pace Presents - Sunday
Morning Worship, the third
in the popular series of Joe
Pace Presents albums from
Integrity Music, includes
songs written specifically
for corporate worship in

churches and gatherings of
believers. The album, pro
duced and arranged by
Pace, was recorded live at
the Consolidated Baptist
Church in Lexington, Ky.,'
and features a guest per
formance by Desmond

Pringle. An accompani
ment songbook and per
formance tracks were
released on Sept. 28.
Through his new book,
“From Performance to
Praise - Moving Music
Ministry to the Next
Level,” published by Seren
ity Publishing & Com
munications, Inc. Pace has
created another important
resource for church leaders.
The book addresses many
of the challenges that wor
ship leaders, pastors, musi
cians and other performers
face when leading others in
worship. From Perform
ance to Praise, Pace’s debut
book, was written as a
response to his ever-increasing renown as a choir
and ministry workshop cli
nician.
Joe Pace - Presents
Sunday Morning Worship
will be released on

13

Integrity Gospel and will
be distributed to the
Christian market by Word
Distribution and to the
mainstream market by
Sony/Epic. Integrity Gos
pel is a label of Integrity
Music, Inc., a whollyowned subsidiary of In
tegrity Media, Inc., a media/communications com
pany that produces, pub
lishes and distributes Chris
tian music, books, films
and related products.
Integrity_s products are
sold primarily through
retail stores and direct to
consumers throughout the
United States and in 168
other countries. Integrity is
headquartered in Mobile,
Ala. Information about
Integrity is available at
www.integritymedia.com.
Information about Integrity
Gospel is available at
www.integritygospel.com.

More than 50 heads of state
or government joined in a
debate at the United Nations
on the impact of globaliza
tion and on ways to finance
the war on poverty.
John Paul called the
U.N. meeting important and
said it was aimed at “a more
united and efficient action
against hunger and poverty."
The United States didn't
join in the pledge to fight
hunger and poverty.
John Paul reiterated his
church's backing.
“The catholic church
assures all its commitment
to eradicating the scourge of
hunger and the other conse
quences of poverty from the
world," the pope said.
He prayed that God
would “sustain the efforts of
the international community
aimed at justice and solid
development. This, in fact, is
the path which can guaran
tee to the world a future of
peace."
John Paul also offered
prayers on prayers for fami
lies and populations “most
tried by the unfair distribu
tion of wealth that God des
tines for all his children."

CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy (AP) - Pope John
Paul II denounced the
“imbalance" between the
world's rich and poor and
applauded efforts to elimi
nate hunger, like the recent
U.N. initiative to increase
funds for development.
The 84-year-old pontiff
had to stop for breath every
few words as he spoke to a
few hundred pilgrims and
tourists in his last Sunday
appearance this season at his
summer palace in the hill
town of Castel Gandolfo.
John Paul has Parkinson's
disease, making it’ difficult
for him to walk ahd to pro
nounce his words.
The pontiff said Sun
day's Gospel passage about
Lazarus, an impoverished
beggar who ate the scraps
from a rich man's table, was
“ever more appropriate 'in
reference to the problem of
the imbalance between the
riches and poverty of the
world today."
The presidents of Brazil
and France encouraged 110
countries to back a new dec
laration to fight hunger and
poverty and to increase
funds for development.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
EXERCISE DAILY WALK WITH THE LORD!

Take Your
Burdens to the
Lord and Leave
Them There!

sde

Saipt John Prinjitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

of Cfmd

Pillar and the Ground of Truth
930 - 18th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

James W. PaschaI
Pastor

(Near Tropicana Field)
Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays) Prayer - 10:00am
Sabbath School - 10:30am Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm
Come expecting a miracle!

For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643 • email: jpaschal@verizdn.net

BetheL African Methodist EPISCOPAL
Church

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.coni
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning’1 - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School
- 9:45 am
Mid-Moming 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers pf the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Pentecostal Teipple Ghurch of God ia Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

____________

Morning Glory

Sunday

9:00 a. m.

Sunday School

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Churdi Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School ........... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class ....... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship .........10:30 A.M.

9:30 a, m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a. m.

Community Bible Study

Tuesday

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

7:30 p. m.
7:30 p. ml
5:45 a. m.

"A cfturcfi wording togetherfor the upbuilding of (fod's kingdom"

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Youth Bible Study . . Thursday 6:00 RM.

First Baptist Institutional Church
Third avenue South
St. PETERSBURG, FL,

3144

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St.
Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 "I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus

Genesis Worship Center Church
1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33713
(727) 898-5571 - l ax: (727) 898-5581 • gwcc <g> emaU.com
Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home CeU Services, Thurs.

• 10:00am
• 11:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &
Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.
Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

Real Love, Real People...
A Church That JVLakes A Difference!

PHONE: 323-7S18

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Come worship With
THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Blessed Hope Bible College
“To Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time”
For A Limeted Time Only!

NO MONEY DOWN!!
St. John Missionary
(Baptist Cfturcfi
1600 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
ClearWater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. FIeming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

Sunday Service....................................
a ^Sunday School...................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................... inn'171'
Baptist Training Union ........... .............. b:UU p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
<jhe church where everybody is somehody and Christ is all.

— lit. LLJtan JP-vocy
'LO a

Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

Ld^lorLCUTAj
955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson

S/6 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603

President.Founder/Co-Founder

Toll Free: 1-877-428-6588

813-237-6076

www.blessedhopebiblecollege.org

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

'Neftr ^PhtlaTtelph**1 Community Church

The Reoerend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin............................................................. Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry................ .................................... ....................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.......................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry...............................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

WHEN YOU'RE
DOWN TO
NOTHING,

COD IS UP TO
SOMETHING!

CONCORD MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHVRCH
All Worship Services are held at:

BETHEL

855 13th Avenue South

METROPOLITAN

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

BAPTIST CHURCH

Phone: (727) 244-0831
or 244-0832

3455 - 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Sunday School ......................... 9:30 a.m.
Worship Experience .......... .10:50 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday ...............................7:00 p.m.
In All thy Ways Acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy path.

(Proverbs 3:6)

800 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705

8:00 and 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

The New Latter Day Deliverance Ministries, Inc.

919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Pastor
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack
Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

Rev. Willie D. Miller
Pastor

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday Worship Services:

Wednesday: Prayer
Meeting/Bible Study

10th Street Church Of God

7:00 P.M

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

(727) 322-0113 • Alt: (727) 642-9839
Toll Free: (866) 890-1400

207 - 10th Street North • SL Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

"Church of The Open Door”
Sunday School:........................ ..................... 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship:.......... ................ 11:00 a.m.
Ihesday Night Bible Study:................... ........ 7:30 p.m.
Ihesday Night Prayer:.....................................7:30 p.m.
Friday Night Praise Service:......................... 7:30 p.m.

Pastors
Elder Leon Lavelle Thomas
Pastor Vivian Powell Thomas

‘Where Jesus Is Lord’

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith

Sunday School........................................................................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship.............................................................. 11:00a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................................... 6:30p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study...................................7:30p.m.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

820 20th Street South

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

St. Pete, FL

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Church Os God In Christ

A (Woman After
(jod's
Own (Heart...

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Sunday Morning Bible Class
.... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship..................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class..........7:00 p.m.

“One wcefffrom cfturcfi makes one weatf ”

Spiritually Connected

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Trinity Presbyterian Church, USA
2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810
Dr. Leon Bracey, Pastor

.

City of Refuge
Christian Church of Clearwater
3734 - 131st Ave. N., Suite 6, Clearwater, FL 33762
Phone: (727) 540-0988 • Fax: (727) 556-0150
Email: corccclw@yahoo.com

Rev. G. M. Curry

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship...................................................7:45a.m.
Sunday School ..........................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship........................................10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................................... 5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship........... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

SSrEsS
Sunday School 9:30-10:45 aan.
Morning Glory 10:45-11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:15 p.m.

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone.

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Pastor Jerome and
Kisha Jordan

“A place where you can experience the breath of
God that giveth life’’

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Sundav

8am, 11am Morning Worship.
9:45am Church School
5pm Celebration

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"A New Beginning In Christ"

(727)896-5228

Ail Worship Services are held at:

Mondav

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida

■ *. V
r’

Sunday Services:

Wednesday

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 14542 » St, Petersburg, FL 33733-4542

Church School................................9am

Phone: 727.895.7700

Praise & Worship Service ....10:30am

Scheduled Services - Sunday
Diesday Services:

Church Education Assembly (Chureh SchooI) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service - ’ 10:00 a.rft.

Communion - Every First Sunday Bible Study - Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.................................................... 7:00a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship................. :................................. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..................................................... 4:30p.m.
Communion.......................... .............7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.............................................................. 7:30 p.m.

Cafffor Prayers &
(Testimonies

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

9:00 AiVI .............................. Prayer Time
9:30 AM ........................ Sunday School
11:00 AM .....................................Worship
12:30 PM After Service Fellowship
Wednesday - 6:30 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Schedule of Services
Church School ...................... . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ....................5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday.................9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Ordained Missionary
fofmnie Mae (Howard
Caff: 727 895-5239

Queen Street

The church where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Noonday Prayer
6-8pm Kid’s Club
6:30pm Ministerial Training
7:30-8:45pm Bible Study

Prayer Service..........................6:30pm
Bible Study.................................... 7pm
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Rev. Peggy M. Peterman

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Assistant Pastor

join us as we Gft up the. name ofjesus

Thursday

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry
Monday. Wednesday, Saturday

6am Prayer

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Dominion WoRship MinisTRies
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dWC.tripod.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
FAMILY STRESS

LEWIS ELECTRIC

Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

CONSTRUCTION, INC.
" When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship "

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 433-1349
Bonded & Insured
Lie.# ER13012312

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Ml
VOUR
MATCH

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
SpeciaIizing In
Affordable
Life*Health«Dental*Vision
Disability«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

r

NOTICE OF ACTION
BEFORE THE FLORIDA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

IN RE: The license to practice Real Estate of: Jack E. Patterson,
2009 West Dekle Avenue, #2, Tampa, Florida 33606. Case No.
2003055376.

HAVE

The Department of Business and Professional

Regulation, has filed an Administrative Complaint against you, a

A

copy of which may be obtained by contacting the Division of

GREAT

Real Estate, 400 W. Robinson St., Suite N-801, Orlando, FL
32801, (407) 481-5632.

If no contact has been made by

DAY!

November 11, 2004, the matter of the Administrative Complaint

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THF. COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

will be presented at an ensuing meeting of the Florida Real
Estate Commission in an informal proceeding.

Court Program Specialist I - Conducts teen court and
educational sessions for juveniles accused of legal offens
es, monitors progress through court diversion program and
supervises evening mediation hearings. Req. BA with
emphasis in criminal justice or behav. sci. and exper.
working with juveniles. Salary $1,120 biwkly. -+ bnfts.
Position located in Dade City.
Court Applications ONLY by Oct 8
Available at:
www.jud6.org
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco Judicial
Center, 7530 Little Rd. New Port Richey.
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 2nd fir., Hwing (HR Dept.), Clwr.
Old Historic Clearwater Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison
Ave., Rm 102 Clwr.
501 Building, 501 lst Ave. N., Rm. 729 (At. Dispute), St.
Pete.
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a dis
ability requiring a special accommodation to participate in
the application process should call 727-453-7165.

There
ITEMS FOR SALE
BRAND

NEW

QUEEN

Is A

The Hospice

double-sided pillow top mat
tress set in plastic. Sacrifice
$130. Can deliver. 727-5863551
BRAND
NAME
KING
SIZE LUXURY PILLOW
TOP mattress. Never used.
Must sell $183. Will deliver.
727-584-6008
Bed. New full size mattress
set with warranty. Sacrifice
$122. Can deliver. 727-5859766.
NEW
BLACK
IRON
CANOPY BED and mattress
set. Still packaged. Must sell.
$274. Will deliver. 727-5863088.

8 - RFQ’s - City of Tampa, Florida - PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF CHAP
TER 287.055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COMPETITIVE NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THI
CITY OF TAMPA'S WOMEN ! MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM

RFQ - RW5 - The City of Tampa desires to procure Professional Architectural and Engineering Services in connection with the
Downtown Riverwalk Project, contingent upon appropriation of funds as included in the proposed FY05 Budget. Services will
include, but may not be limited to; Survey of the Existing Conditions and Plans for the Downtown Area Along the Hillsborough
River between "Beneficial" Bridge to Water Works Park; Development or Exploration of Alternative Concepts or Designs and
Integration of Internal and Nearby Parks, Museums, Attractions, Transportation, Parking, Commercial Properties, Signage and
Graphics; Coordination and Meetings with Stakeholders, Neighbors, Agencies, the Public and Others as Needed; Construction
Plan Production, Permitting, and Services During Construction. A preliminary conceptual master plan of the area is available
at httDi/Zwww.tampagov.neydept Public Works/files/Riverwalk04jpg. A copy of the 1995 Project Development and
Environmental Study is available for review at or copies may be ordered from Florida Reprographics, 633 N Franklin St #10(
Tampa, Fl 33602-4427 Phone 813-221-2094. Firms desiring to provide these services to the City must submit three copies of
Letter of Interest referring to RFQ-RW5 and any supplemental material allowing evaluation for further consideration based upon
the following criteria items: Successful Riverwalk project experience (40%); Experience with Projects of similar Scope and
Complexity (20%); Workload and Availability(15%); Office Location(5%); Past Performance/L,ow Amount of City Work( 10%);
Standard Form #330 (or #254)(5%); Planned W/MBE Participation(5%)
RFQ - TPD3 - The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional Architectural/Engineering services for the design of a Tampa
P°Vpe Department District 3 Facility, contingent upon appropriation of funds as included in the proposed FY05 Budget. The
facility is planned as a new, 15,000SF structure to be constructecLon property in East Tampa. Services will include but may not
be limited to construction cost estimating, schematic design, design development, safety and security considerations, prepara
tion of construction documents for bidding, coordination with applicable regulatory agencies, submittal/tracking of all regula
tory permit applications, ADA and Tampa Code Chapter 5 compliance, shop drawing review, and associated contract adminis
tration activities required during construction. During the course of developing the design for the facility, additional building
functions may be considered. Firms desiring to provide these services to the City must submit three copies of a Letter of Interest
referring to RFQ-TPD3 and any supplemental material allowing evaluation for further consideration based upon the following
criteria items: Comparable Project Scope/Issues, 20%; Law Enforcement Project Experience, 20%; Project Approach, 20%;
5™ z eS,uacX’ 20%; W/MBE Participation, 5%; Low Amount of Previous City Work, 5%; Local Office, 5%; Standard Form
#330 (or #254) , 5%.
’
’ .
RFQ - NTCTR - The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional Architectural/Engineering services for the design of a
Community Center in New Tampa, focusing on gymnastic training and programs. The facility is planned as a new, community
center to be constructed on property within the existing boundaries of the Park. Services will include but may not be limited to
program refinement, construction cost estimating, schematic design, design development, preparation of construction docu?nAS j bidding^coordination with applicable regulator agencies, submittal/tracking of all regulatory permit applications,
ADA and Tampa Code Chapter 5 compliance, shop drawing review, and associated contract administration activities required
during contraction- Finns desiring to provide these services to the City must submit three copies of a Letter of Interest refer
ring to RFQ-NTCTR and any supplemental material allowing evaluation for further consideration based upon the following crij 3 ltems: Comparable Project Scope/Issues, 20%; Parks/Recreation Project Experience, 20%; Project Approach, 20%; Staff
Adequacy; 20/o; W/MBE Participation, 5%; Low Amount of Previous City Work, 5%; Local Office,' 5%; Standard Form #330
(or #254), 5%.
RF9 " ET1 ” The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional economic development, urban planning/design and engineering

OF I HE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Reason

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

To Read

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

The

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

Weekly

AHHAJCNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Challenger

Your Ad Could Be Here - Working for You
In the Weekly Challenger’s Classified Section - Call Us Today!
(7X7) 896-2922

services for the development of a Strategic Action Plan for the East Tampa Community Redevelopment Area (CRA).
Development of the Strategic Action Plan will require a professional team that has experience in assessing the community’s
vision, user and capital markets, the area’s assets and barriers to private investment, and the vision of public leadership. The
Plan will provide a 5-year action agenda for the City to include: identification of strategic public investment projects that attract
private investment, identification of regulatory actions that foster quality development, and establishment of incentives that
attract private investment. The consultant will be working with City staff, neighborhood residents, area businesses, property
owners, and non-profit organizations. Members of the consultant’s team should have considerable experience in the areas of
publie/pnvate partnerships, economic development, urban economics, urban planning/design and engineering. Services will
include, but may not be limited to infrastructure analysis, housing inventory, financial analysis of proposed public investments,
recommending completion time frames for key initiatives, structuring public/private partnerships, developing tax increment
finance (TIF) projections, identification of alternative funding sources, developing strategies for affordable housing, economic
development and redevelopment research, coordination and meetings with stakeholders, neighbors, agencies, the public and oth
ers
as
needed.
The
East
Tampa
Community
Redevelopment
Plan
is
available
at:
http://www.tampagov.net/dept_economic_development/urban_development/index.asp. Firms desiring to provide these services
to tiie City must submit three copies of a Letter of Interest referring to RFQ-ET1 and any supplemental material allowing eval
uation for further consideration based upon the following criteria: Successful experience with projects of similar scope (40%)- I
Experience with projects of similar complexity (20%); Workload and availability (15%); Office location (5%); Past perform
ance/Low amount of City work (10%); Standard Form #330 (or #254)(5%); Planned W/MBE participation(5%).
RFQ - CD1 - The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional economic development, urban planning/design and engineering
services for the development of a Strategic Action Plan for the Channel District Community Redevelopment Area (CRA).
Development of the Strategic Action Plan will-require a professional team that has experience in assessing the community’s
vision, user and capital markets, the area’s assets and barriers to private investment, and the vision of public leadership. The
Plan will provide a 5-year action agenda for the City to include: identification of strategic public investment projects that attract
private investment, identification of regulatory actions that foster quality development, and establishment of incentives that
attract private investment. The consultant will be- working with City staff, neighborhood residents, area businesses, property
—, and non-profit organizations. Members of the consultant’s team should have considerable experience in the areas of
public/private partnerships, economic development, urban economics, urban planning/design and engineering. Services will
include, , but may not be limited to infrastructure analysis, housing inventory, financial analysis of proposed public investments,
recommending completion time frames for key initiatives, public/private partnerships, developing tax increment finance (TIF)
projections, identification of alternative funding sources, developing strategies for affordable housing, economic development
and redevelopment research, coordination and meetings with stakeholders, neighbors, agencies, the public and others as need
ed. The Channel District Community Redevelopment Plan is available at: http://www.tampagov.net/dept_economic development/urbandevelopment/index.asp Firms desiring to provide these services to the City must submit three copies of aLetter of
Interest referring to RFQ-CD1 and any supplemental material allowing evaluation for further consideration based upon the folS1100®88^1 experience with projects of similar scope (40%); Experience with projects of similar complexity
(20/o); Workload and availability (15%); Office location (5%); Past performance/Low amount of City work (10%); Standard
Form #330 (or #254)(5%); Planned W/MBE participation(5%).
RFQ " DF1 " Jhe City of Tampa desires to obtain professional economic development, urban planning/design and engineering

services for the development of a Strategic Action Plan for the Drew Park Community Redevelopment Area (CRA)
Development of the Strategic Action Plan will require a professional team that has experience in assessing the community’s
Vision, user and capital markets, the area’s assets and barriers to private investment, and the vision of public leadership. The
Plan will provide a 5-year action agenda for the City to include: identification of strategic public investment projects that attract
pnvate investment, identification of regulatory actions that foster quality development, and establishment of incentives that
attract private investment. The consultant will be working with City staff, neighborhood residents, area businesses, property
owners, and non-profit organizations. Members of the consultant’s team should have considerable experience in the areas of
public/private partnerships, economic development, urban economics, urban planning/design and engineering Services will
include, but may not be limited to infrastructure analysis, housing inventory, financial analysis of proposed public investmentrecommending completion time frames for key initiatives, structuring public/private partnerships, developing tax incremei
finance (TIF) projections, identification of alternative funding sources, developing strategies for affordable housing, econom
development and redevelopment research, coordination and meetings with stakeholders, neighbors, agencies, the public and otl
uIL // aS * neededThe
Drew
Park
Community
Redevelopment
Plan
is
available
a
http://www.tampagov.net/dept_economic development/urban_development/index.asp. Firms desiring to provide these servk
submit three copies of a Letter of Interest referring to RFQ-DP1 and any supplemental material allowin
Sno/^c11 • ^rther consideration based upon the following criteria: Successful experience with projects of similar scop
(4%); Experience with projects of similar complexity (20%); Workload and availability (15%); Office location (5%)- Past oei
formance/Low amount of City work (10%); Standard Form #330 (or #254)(5%); Planned W/MBE participa«on(5%)
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RFQ- W02006 - The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional engineering, architectural, surveying or mapping servicerelated to project^) enumerated in the City's Budget as amended from time to time by the City Council, laid servicesto be pre
^ta4„Td ’hU
i°Prn^0^ <Y'er??ontracts exP‘rin8 “ APril of 2006, in the following areas: architecture; landscap
architecture, mechanical, electrical; plumbing; structural; threshold inspections; interior design; space planning; industrial engi
mZln"8’ .eme^e"cy ™af.age“®nt’ sys/e™s engineering; noise abatement; vibration engineering; antenna and propagation; civi
onSmt *
ffiC st“dl,s: „-ee? ’•Sj’hng; signals; roadways; bridges; transportation; right-of-way acquisition; project devel
opment & environmental/ public involvement; public facility comprehensive planning concurrence; parking; environmental sit,
assessments; recycling; solid and hazardous waste; disaster debris; waste-to-enei£-; stationary tanks; hydrocXn manage
ment, energy, water, waste water; sewer; utility location/ vacuum excavation; storm drainage; DRI; facility plan review or sub
deS‘gn; c°J’stru?tK?n management; construction administration, engineerihg or inspection; sehedul
SSo .
PreParj‘tlon of plans and specifications for new construction, alterations, maintenance, or repai
SS rS ^vano“s bulIdm8s to ba designated; general land and topographic surveys; mapping; aerial photogrammetry; lay
pc8 r t™nsP°^atlon, water, sanitaiy, storm sewer or other construction projects. Questions may be directed to Jim Greiner
m3n74tt8StQk<fe1v‘/Rn?l?7iSrian>f Tampa.r>Pw-4th PloOThlorth, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602; Telephone
274i08.?’ °''.e'ma!1 J.im-Gremer@tampagov.net. F’/rms already selectedfor a contract expiring it.
tn- s,t°uM
re-submit. Firms desiring to provide these professional services to the City must submit ONE SET
for eva
lftter Of l!lterest 11,31 refers to RFQ-WfMOOd and lists your firm's office location((5%), prew?Mnp tyrtlfiTa?lpa/«/iky0/°r lfu?nykan/ sF°n8est JN-HOUSE areas of specialization (45%); Indication of your finn's
°2( 5/o)’ ‘raPPbcable; Professional Registration Number or other proof of your firm's eligibility for selection
als(30%) 287 055; Resume of qualifications and experience (Standard Form 330 or 254)(5%); and Any supplemental materi-
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RFQ- Materials Testing - The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional geotechnical consulting and testing services for a
two-yem- penod from March 18, 2005 through March 18, 2007, covering the following work': Materials Testing and
Geotechnical Services required by City Departments, involving concrete, asphalt, pipe testing and inspection, field inspections
welding inspection, aggregate analysis, hydrologic and soils investigations and testing. The Consultant should have consider^
able experience in geotechnical engineering, a fell staff of concrete and soils technicians, and laboratoiy certifications from gov“ S.ge."clesA 11?.,?7nsJ?11
scored on tl?e fofiowing general criteria: W/MBE Participation 5%; Quality Assurance
16/o, Soil Testing Capabilities 24%; Concrete Testing Capabilities 17%; Miscellaneous Testing Capabilities 10%; and Overall
Capabilities (Laboratory Accommodations, Management, Professional Qualifications, and Field Experience) 28% Questions
7?AnoedT°iE uC
Wastewater Department, 6th Floor East, 306 East Jackson Street, Tampa,
Florida 33602. Telephone 813/274-8039; Fax 813/274-8448; Email enc.weiss@tampagov.net Firms desiring to provide these
services to the City must submit Three Sets of the following: A Letter of Interest referring to RFQ- Materials Testing Resume
of qualifications and experience (Standard Form #330), W/MBE certification if applicable, and any supplemental materials.
Unless Otherwise indicated, no further information is available before the deadline for submission of letters of interest
’ City of Tampa DPW, 306 E. Jackson Street 4N, Tampa, Florida 33602^
Telephone (813) 274-8598, fax (813) 274-8080, or e-mail Jim.Greiner@tampagov.net.
Any submissions pursuant to these RFQ’s must be delivered to
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NO LATER THAN 2 P.M., Thursday, October 21st 2004.
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Steve Daignault, P. E., Chairman,
Consultants’ Competitive Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa
c/o DPW - 4th Floor North,
306 E. Jackson Street,
Tampa, Florida 33602,
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Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking fqr a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

The Weekly Challettger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell 77^ FFeefc/j Challenger"
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ENTERTAINMENT
(feet

JAZZ
JAMM
Master of Jazz Dick
Hyman Plays the
Palladium!--------------Last week, Tampa Bay
area jazz fans were ex
posed to some great tradi
tional jazz. On Tuesday,
the Palladium Theatre
hosted a most exciting
gala jazz event celebrating
the retirement of Paul
Stavros, Executive Direc
tor - Emeritus and board
member. A new Steinway
grand piano given to the
hall in honor of Stavros
was played in a solo con
cert performance by
American master of jazz
Dick Hyman. Hyman’s
performance was simply
marvelous.
It must be said that
jazz master Hyman was an
exceptional choice to
bring to the city of St. Pe
tersburg by way of the Pal
ladium. Hyman is well
known locally and interna
tionally and has performed
several times at the Sara
sota Jazz Festival. He per
forms not only as a pianist
but also as an organist and
is also noted for his work
as arranger, conductor and
composer. More than 100
albums have been record
ed under his name, in
addition to accompanying
other artists.
During Tuesday’s jazz
concert, Hyman demon
strated his ability to im
provise in his own piano
style. His dexterity on the
piano keys had audience
eyes, ears and feet poppin’
and pattin’. It is evident in
his playing that he has stu
died ragtime and other
earlier types of jazz styles.
Hyman’s playing was
reminiscent of the familiar
musical sounds of Scott
Joplin, Eubie Blake, Fats
Waller and George Gersh
win. As Louie "Satchmo"
Armstrong would have
said, "That cat’s got some
chops." And Hyman defi
nitely has "chops" - big
chops. His fingers glided
across the keys as if they
were little elves tickling
each note with a bright
smile. And, between tunes,
ie shared stories of comjosers such as Waller,
Gershwin and Stephen
Sondheim.
During the concert,
the audience was so atten
tive that when Hyman
slayed, you could hear a
sin drop. It was truly an
entire audience in tune
with the artist’s perform
ance. There were also
many smiles when Hyman
slayed Fats Waller’s fa
mous tune, "Ain’t Misbeiavin’." Hyman played
this tune with all the fun
and personality of the
great Fats himself. Closing
your eyes, you could
imagine Fats playing
"stride" piano in a smoky

club setting somewhere.
Playing two giant mu
sical sets, some of the
tunes Hyman played were:
“Someone to Watch Over
Me,” “A Foggy Day,”
“Send in the Clowns,”
“Ain't Misbehavin’,” “The
Vipers Drag,” “September
Song,” “All God’s Chil
dren Got Rhythm,” “Gone
With the Wind,” “Laura”
and many more. Hyman’s
final tune was written by
Fats Waller and proved to
be most apropos
"Handful of Keys". Hats
off to the Palladium for a
great concert!
Established in 1998,
the Palladium Theater is
dedicated to the preserva
tion, presentation and sup
port of the creative efforts
of the Tampa Bay Area’s
performing artists and cul
tural organizations. Open
to all members of the com
munity, most performanc
es are presented by or for
school children, senior cit
izens and people of di
verse ethnic and cultural
backgrounds.
Under the new leader
ship of recently appointed
executive director Mark
Spano, the Palladium con
tinues to be heading in an
exciting and positive di
rection. Spano is presently
working on programs to
include opportunities for
young people to leam
about and perform in both
Broadway-style and oper
atic musical theater. He is
also working on increas
ing programs with the
Pinellas County schools
and plans a series of vocal
recitals and a jazz series.
Working closely with
managing director Brent
Douglas, other team mem
bers, and the Board on
several other projects, they
intend to raise the level of
entertainment at the Palla
dium to new heights. It’s
obvious that we, the citi
zens of Tampa Bay, can
look forward to a myriad
of great artistic happen
ings.
If you appreciate the
Performing Arts and
would like to attend Palla
dium events for FREE Palladium volunteers work
as ticket-takers, ushers,
concession attendants or
office help. Call (727)
822-3590 or visit: Palla
dium Theater, 253 Fifth
Ave., N., St. Petersburg.
*****
Jazz fans - do you
have any feedback? I
would like to hear from
YOU! Mail your com
ments to Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King
St. S., St. Petersburg, FL
33705

Black Starz! Announces Original Production
Highlighting the Extraordinary Careers of Three
African American Cinema Pioneers---------------------ENGLEWOOD, Colo.
- Black STARZ! an
nounced the production of
an original special that
unites for the first time
three legends in African
American cinema - Gordon
Parks, Melvin Van Peebles
and Ossie Davis - for a can
did conversation about their
extraordinary careers, the
hard lessons learned, and
how filmmaking has and
hasn’t changed for them.
“Unstoppable:
A
Conversation with Gordon
Parks, Melvin Van Peebles
and Ossie Davis” is slated
to premiere on Black
STARZ! in February 2005
during Black History
Month.
In a twelve-month peri
od between 1969 and 1970,
Parks, Van Peebles and
Davis were the first Black
men to direct Hollywood
features. In the 60-minute
Unstoppable: A Conversa
tion with Gordon Parks,
Melvin Van Peebles and
Ossie Davis, these three
highly influential "renais
sance men" of African
American cinema who
paved the way for today’s
generation of African
American directors and
actors come together in the
same setting.
Hosted by Warrington
Hudlin (House Party), pro
ducer and president of the
Black Filmmaker Associa
tion, Unstoppable provides
a rare opportunity to hear

Gordon Parks, an
acclaimed photogra
pher for Life magazine
turned to directing
from the artists themselves
- Gordon Parks (The
Learning Tree, Shaft), Mel
vin Van Peebles (Classified
X, Sweet Sweetbacks’
Baadasssss Song) and Os
sie Davis (Cotton Comes to
Harlem), as they discuss
myriad issues surrounding
their distinguished careers,
including their struggles
and triumphs. Also featured
in the special are appear
ances from actor/writer/director Reginald Hudlin, di
rector Julie Dash, actress
Ruby Dee, writer/filmmaker Nelson George, and oth
ers, commenting on the
trio’s influence on our cul
ture and society.
"Much has been writ
ten or remarked about the
significance of these film
makers," said John Lewis,
senior producer, Starz. "But
this is a very rare opportu-

Melvin Van Peebles
made his feature film
debut in 1967 as the
director, writer and
composer of “The Story
of a Three Day Pass.”
nity to hear from the artists
themselves. We are privi
leged to present this bit of
living history. By produc
ing this forum, Black
STARZ! pays tribute to
Gordon Parks, Melvin Van
Peebles and Ossie Davis,
acknowledging the shoul
ders on which successive
generations of filmmakers'
stand. Together with War
rington Hudlin these men
will yield an extremely
insightful television experi
ence full of warmth, wit
and wisdom. This piece
will surely stand apart from
the landscape of what is
typically done on television
during Black History
Month."

CHARLOTTE, N.C. Prepaid Digital Music
(PDM), a subsidiary of
Results Business Solutions
Inc., announced it has
launched an Internet-based
music download service
aimed primarily at inde
pendent musical artists and
their fans.
The website - www.
prepaiddigitalmusic.com features secure, easy-to-use
software that allows artists
to upload their music,
cover art and lyrics for free.
Fans can listen to entire
songs and legally download
and bum to a CD in MP3
format any song for 99
cents, plus a 69-cent per
order transfer fee.
Artists will retain up to
50 percent of revenues
from downloads of their
music. Historically, artists
retain less than 25 percent
of revenues from CD sales
and downloads.
"Prepaid Digital Music
caters primarily to two
kinds of independent artists
- the musician that has a
full-time job and plays at
clubs and parties on week
ends, and the full-time
musician that travels 40
weeks out of the year," said
John White, PDM founder.
"These artists have large
and loyal followings, and
they need the same kind of

music download services
available to major artists.
PDM gives them that, and
more."
White said the centerpiece of PDM’s "extreme
marketing strategy" is a
prepaid music card, which
fans can purchase and use
to download music. The
card will be sold at artist
concerts and appearances,
and in record stores, clubs
and convenience stores.
Cards can be bundled with
long-distance phone servic
es and restaurant offers.
PDM also will provide
artists with free concert
posters and fans with con
cert information updates.
Johnny Cobb, who
with his wife, Donna
Vallance, performs "blue
eyed soul" or "beach
music" and uses PDM, said
the service is "great for
artists to promote thenmusic and gain national
exposure."
Radio stations that
refer artists to PDM and put
"listen links" on their web
sites will receive referral
fees, White said.
Earl Taylor, owner of
94.9 FM "The Surf" in
Myrtle Beach, S.C., offers
PDM on his web site so he
can provide listeners with
"a one-stop music shop."

number of books and was a
founder of Essence maga
zine. His life story was told
in the documentary "Half
Past Autumn: The Life and
Works of Gordon Parks"
(2000).
Melvin Van Peebles
made his feature film debut
in l967as the director
writer and composer of
“The Story of a Three Day
Pass.” After financing and
distributing, “Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song,”
one of the highest-grossing,
highly controversial and
most influential independ
ent films ever in 1971,
many proclaimed Van
Peebles the godfather of
African American cinema.
His son Mario re-creates
that achievement in the
recently released “Baad
asssss!” which examines
the trials Melvin endured
while writing, directing and
starring in “Sweetback.”
His other directing credits
include “The Watermelon
Man” (1970), “Don’t Play
Us Cheap” (1973), and
“Classified X.” Van Peebles
wrote the Broadway musi
cal "Ain’t Supposed to Die
a Natural Death," and in
1995 his son actor/director
Mario Van Peebles directed
his screenplay “Panther.”.

Making Public Schools
Great for Every Child

Prepaid Music Card to
be Sold at Concerts,
Record Stores, Clubs;
Radio Station
Marketing Opportunity
Music download service launched
for independent artists and fans

Ossie Davis, a highly
regarded performer,
has distinguished him
self as an actor, direc
tor, producer, writer
and historian.
Ossie Davis, Gordon
Parks and Melvin Van
Peebles took different paths
but share much in common,
including the extraordinary
versatility of their talents acting, writing, directing,
producing and composing,
continued Lewis. "Their
careers have paved the way
for a new wave of Black
filmmakers. Black STARZ!
is honored to have the
opportunity to bring this
story to life and present this
unprecedented conversa
tion with these important
figures in cinema history to
our subscribers."
Ossie Davis, a highly
regarded performer, has
distinguished himself as an

actor, director, producer,
writer and historian. He
first appeared on screen in
1950 in “No Way Out” with
Sidney Poitier and Ruby
Dee who became his wife.
He directed and co-wrote
“Cotton Comes to Harlem”
(1970). Other directing
credits include “Black
Girl“ (1972), “Gordon’s
War” (1973) and “Count
down at Kusini” (1976).
His career has spanned 65
years and 20 films includ
ing, “Grumpy Old Men,”
“Do the Right Thing,”
“Miss Evers’ Boys” and
“Malcolm X” to name a
few.
Gordon Parks, an ac
claimed photographer for
Life magazine turned to
directing films in 1969.
When he directed, wrote
and composed the score for
“The Learning Tree,” he
became the first African
American director to helm
a major studio film. His
next film, “Shaft” (1971)
starring Richard Roundtree
was a huge box office suc
cess and would signal the
beginning of the blaxploita
tion genre. Other film cred
its include the sequel
“Shaft’s Big Score” (1972),
“The Super Cops” (1974)
and “Leadbelly” (1976).
Parks is the author of a

My work takes me into public schools in communities all across the
nation. I have seen it all. Clean, modern, and safe schools with all the

Reg Weaver,
president,
National

latest materials and technology. Not so clean, outdated, and mostly
safe schools with obsolete materials and textbooks - and too often not
enough of them. I’ve been in predominately white schools and
schools with great racial, cultural, and international diversity.

Education
Association

It isn’t an accident that students have different levels of educational
opportunity. People in affluent neighborhoods have a lot of experi
ence and the wherewithal to make their voices heard where it counts—
For example, registering and voting, getting involved in campaigns and
getting to know elected officials, and making sure their children get
what they need in their neighborhood public schools. The majority of
people in less affluent neighborhoods have the desire and the will, but
oft-times lack the resources and familiarity with how to access the sys
tem to influence the outcomes they need for their neighborhood pub

The primary
road to influence

lic schools.
The primary road to influence in making your voice heard is through
the political process.

in making your
We can’t wait, as individuals, as families, or as a nation, to make equal

voice heard is

educational opportunity a reality. Unless we give all children the tools
to succeed, America will have faltered on its promise and condemned

through the
political process.

its future. It’s that important.
In a forum on Brown v. Board of Education held a decade ago, George
Mason University history professor Roger Wilkins said, “Lots and lots
of African-Americans in this society cannot be helped by Brown or
any other dreams or theories or lawsuits or programs until their par
ents can be put to work, until their families are stable, until there is
hope, not only in their households, but in their neighborhoods.”

nea

NATIONAL
EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION

That’s still true today for African-Americans, Hispanics, Asian and
Pacific Islanders, Native Americans and Alaskan Natives—for all
Americans. Making public schools great for every child can’t just be a
school reform program. It has to be a parental involvement and com
munity empowerment effort. It has to be a political movement. It has
to be a coming together as one to get each and every child in America
everything he or she deserves.

nea.org
Great Public Schools
for Every Child

Let’s take a giant step together. Vote on Tuesday, November 2nd.

